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ABSTRACT. The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and its state equivalents have proven a regulatory failure, as their minimum wage and overtime protections are widely violated with impunity. This Note attributes that failure partly to the overlooked issue of private injunctive relief. FLSA and most state laws reserve injunctive relief for agency actions—a remedial limitation that reflects New Deal regulatory attitudes presuming agency-centered enforcement, from which Title VII and other statutes have since diverged. Public enforcement is clearly insufficient to address the epidemic in wage and hour violations, and FLSA’s private enforcement regime of retrospective damages actions effectively treats wage theft as a matter of individualized malice. Yet, as Congress understood at FLSA’s passage, wage theft is more often a business model chosen by employers competing in a given market; minimum wage standards, then, are either secured or undermined collectively. This Note argues from policy and litigation perspectives that private injunctive relief would better address the systemic problem of wage theft than damages actions alone, and would help ensure that FLSA’s protections in fact serve as the baseline standards that Congress envisioned.
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INTRODUCTION

When a federal court finds that an employer has engaged in employment discrimination in violation of Title VII, the standard remedy is to award damages such as back pay, order immediate equitable relief such as reinstatement or promotion, and enjoin the employer’s unlawful practice prospectively—frequently as applied to all employees, even in the absence of a class action.\(^1\) For example, assume a plaintiff challenges an employer’s use of a placement test, and a court holds the test has a disparate impact on Black applicants that cannot be justified by business necessity. Rather than merely preventing the employer from applying the discriminatory test to that particular plaintiff, as well as providing any damages or immediate equitable relief, the court will issue an injunction preventing the employer from using the unlawful test at all.

Not so when it comes to employers stealing wages. When workers show that an employer has violated the minimum wage or overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA),\(^2\) courts will award damages (including liquidated damages),\(^3\) and, for claims of employer retaliation, will provide immediate equitable relief such as reinstatement or front pay.\(^4\) Courts will not, absent the addition of such a term in a settlement agreement, prospectively enjoin an employer’s practice of paying workers less than minimum wage, withholding overtime pay, making illegal deductions, or committing other forms of “wage theft.” Instead, plaintiffs or other workers who are subject to continued wage theft from the same employer must file new claims—perhaps attempting to relate these claims to the earlier action—and run through the lengthy motions of civil litigation again.

This feature of FLSA enforcement is not due to a lack of injunctive relief under the Act, as § 217, titled “Injunction proceedings,” explicitly provides federal courts with equitable jurisdiction to “restrain violations” of FLSA’s main provisions.\(^5\) Rather, the statute reserves this remedy for agency enforcement by stating in § 211 that “the Administrator shall bring all actions under section 217.”\(^6\)
Courts have ordered broad injunctions requiring employers, on pain of contempt, to conform to FLSA's provisions. However, they have consistently held that injunctive relief is only available in actions brought by the Department of Labor (DOL), and not in the vast majority of FLSA cases, which are brought by private parties. As Judge Easterbrook has observed, by limiting injunctive relief to actions brought by the Secretary of Labor, “the statute leaves the heavy artillery to public officials.”

The absence of private injunctive relief is not the only remedial inadequacy that has prevented FLSA from effectively combatting wage theft on a systematic level; the statute also lacks an opt-out class mechanism. That combination has produced a hobbled private enforcement regime as compared to other federal employment laws like Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). Opt-out class actions, such as under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, allow one or more named plaintiffs to bring an action on behalf of a class of similarly situated individuals, where

---

9. According to the Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system, there were 8,954 FLSA cases filed in 2015, 130 of which were by DOL. See Doug Hass, FLSA Minimum Wage, Overtime Lawsuits Set New Record in 2015, Filing Growth Continues, DAY SHIFT (Jan. 4, 2016), http://dayshift.com/2016/01/04/FLSA-minimum-wage-overtime-lawsuits-set-new-record-in-2015-filing-growth-continues/1352 [http://perma.cc/QG7X-YCJ5]. Note that these figures do not indicate relative levels of private and public FLSA enforcement generally, given that agency enforcement may not result in a lawsuit—for example, where an employer agrees to settle after an investigation.
11. Sean Farhang defines “private enforcement regime” as a statute's set of rules for “who has standing to sue, which parties will bear the costs of litigation, what damages will be available to winning plaintiffs, whether a judge or jury will make factual determinations and assess damages, and rules of liability, evidence, and proof.” SEAN FARHANG, THE LITIGATION STATE: PUBLIC REGULATION AND PRIVATE LAWSUITS IN THE U.S. 3 (2010). Farhang writes, “[T]ogether [these] can have profound consequences for how much or little private enforcement litigation will actually be mobilized.” Id. at 3-4 (2010). Note that in terms of remedies, Farhang's definition focuses on damages and fee-shifting and does not mention whether and what type of injunctive relief is available.
12. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(g)(1) (2012) (providing that a court upon a finding of discrimination under Title VII “may enjoin the respondent from engaging in such unlawful employment practice, and order such affirmative action as may be appropriate,” including “any other equitable relief as the court deems appropriate”); Pons, 434 U.S. at 581 (discussing the availability of private injunctive relief under the ADEA).
joinder of all such individuals is impracticable and certain other criteria are met. Where a class action is properly maintained, individuals within that class are covered by any judgment or settlement unless they affirmatively “opt out” of the litigation. This device thus allows plaintiffs to extend the remedy in a successful case to the entire class of affected individuals, and it allows defendants the benefits of claim preclusion on the same broad scale. By contrast, FLSA’s “collective action” provision, which essentially serves to facilitate notice to potential plaintiffs and joinder, requires employees to affirmatively “opt in” to an action by name in order to be covered. Whereas an opt-out class mechanism allows a handful of named plaintiffs to aggregate and represent the interests of thousands or even millions of individuals who do not directly participate in the litigation, FLSA’s inefficient “collective action” provision requires that organizers and attorneys contact each worker to be covered, and, in the face of a significant possibility of employer retaliation, convince those workers to put their names to a complaint at a point in the case when recovery is uncertain. Moreover, because opt-in actions neither provide relief to nor bind the entire class of affected individuals, they fail to definitively resolve legal issues for both plaintiffs and defendants. For instance, while multiple Rule 23 actions cannot be maintained for the same claims on behalf of the same class of individuals, FLSA’s opt-in mechanism may and sometimes does result in the maintenance of multiple overlapping collective actions with different groups of opt-in plaintiffs, none of which resolves the issue on behalf of all affected workers. Opt-in collective actions therefore present an inefficient and logistically difficult means of aggregating claims as compared to opt-out class actions.

Not all states that enacted parallel wage and hour laws wholly replicated the FLSA private-enforcement model. Some state laws provide opt-out class mecha-

---

14. Id. 23(c)(2)(B)(v).
15. 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) (2012) (“No employee shall be a party plaintiff to any such action unless he gives his consent in writing to become such a party and such consent is filed in the court . . . .”); see also Scott A. Moss & Nantiya Ruan, The Second-Class Class Action: How Courts Thwart Wage Rights by Misapplying Class Action Rules, 61 AM. U. L. REV. 523 (2012) (discussing this provision).
16. See, e.g., Kampfer v. Fifth Third Bank, No. 3:14 cv 2849, 2016 WL 1110237, at *2 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 22, 2016) (noting that “[t]he language of Section 216(b) does not expressly prohibit a second collective action,” and citing “[s]everal [district] courts [that] have also endorsed this position”).
anisms, though this limited patchwork does not reach all American workers covered by FLSA. Similarly, while most state wage and hour laws either do not provide injunctive relief or, like FLSA, reserve such relief for agency actions, seven states allow private wage and hour injunctions: Arkansas, Florida, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Mexico, Rhode Island, and Utah. The record of available opinions, however, suggests that advocates do not actively pursue employer-wide prospective injunctions or enforce injunctions through contempt. That is, advocates do not appear to wield wage and hour cases as one might an employment discrimination case, aimed at changing an employer’s policies and ensuring prospective compliance.

In a world where wage theft is endemic in certain industries and often makes economic sense for employers given the low likelihood of enforcement, employers frequently maintain illegal practices following “successful” enforcement actions. Instead of forcing employers to restructure business models built on illegally underpaying workers, workers are often forced to play an ongoing, retrospective game of whack-a-mole. Meanwhile, workers lose an estimated

---


20. See Nicole Hallett, The Problem of Wage Theft 14-16 (Sept. 29, 2017) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) (explaining how employers often continue to violate the law after paying a settlement or court judgment, in light of the economic benefits, and illustrating this point with two relatively high-profile cases in New York and Connecticut). As the Government Accountability Office explained in a 1981 report, more than a third of employers found in violation of FLSA were repeat offenders: “Our review showed that many employers repeatedly violated the same sections of the act . . . . We believe that many employers are willing to commit repeated violations of the wage and hour laws because chances of discovery are slim, penalties are unlikely, and the rewards of illegally withholding employee back wages can be great.” Comptroller Gen., Report to the Congress: Changes Needed To Deter Violations of Fair Labor Standards Act, Gov’t Accountability Off. 23 (May 28, 1981), http://www.gao.gov/assets/140/133362.pdf [http://perma.cc/3U4S-Z3C4]. Indeed, the idea for this Note emerged from a law school clinic case against an employer whom DOL repeatedly found violated state and federal wage and hour laws, yet who continued to do so systematically.
$15 billion annually in minimum wage violations—an enormous, regressive, and illegal wealth transfer to employers, disproportionately taken from low-wage workers, immigrants, people of color, and women. This is no petty theft for the injured workers. Victims typically lose a substantial portion of their already-low incomes, sometimes enough to push them below the federal poverty line: one study found that the average year-round worker who is a victim of wage theft loses $3,300 per year, resulting in an annual income of just $10,500.

Moreover, wage theft harms society at large by increasing workers’ dependency on public assistance programs, in effect subsidizing employers who violate the law; reducing payroll and tax revenues; decreasing workers’ spending power; and exerting downward pressure on wages.

FLSA enforcement has thus proven a “regulatory failure,” in which the wage standards that Congress intended to provide universal protection for work-

---


22. Bernhardt et al., supra note 19, at 42 (reporting that 32.8% of Latino workers were subject to wage violations, as were 19.1% of Black workers and 15.1% of Asian and other nonwhite workers, compared to 7.8% of white workers; 30.2% of female workers were subject to wage violations, compared to 19.5% of male workers; and 37.1% of undocumented workers were subject to wage violations, compared to 21.3% of documented foreign-born workers).

23. Cooper & Kroeger, supra note 21, at 2; see also id. at 14 (finding that eliminating wage theft would reduce the poverty rate among minimum-wage earners who are victims of wage theft from 21.4% to 14.8%).


26. Id.


ers and an even baseline for employer competition are “regularly and systematically violated.”

In a survey of low-wage workers in Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York City, the National Employment Law Project (NELP) found that twenty-six percent of workers were paid less than minimum wage in the previous week and that seventy-six percent of employees were not paid their legally required overtime, resulting in an estimated $2,634 loss annually per worker. A vast literature has documented similar violations. Wage theft is especially acute among women, people of color, and immigrants (particularly those who are undocumented), who most lack the resources and job security necessary to report violations or bring private actions.

Neither DOL’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD), which is tasked with enforcing FLSA, nor its state equivalents (where they exist) have proven sufficient to address this gargantuan problem, despite significant reforms under the Clinton and Obama Administrations. Agency resources are sorely lacking and subject to political caprice: while the number of workers covered by wage and hour laws grew fifty-five percent from 1975 to 2004, the number of WHD investigators decreased by more than fourteen percent, from 921 to 788. Unsurprisingly, the number of workers awarded back wages declined by twenty-four percent during this period. Moreover, while WHD hired over three hundred new in-

30. Id. at 2, 5.
35. Id.
vestigators under the Obama Administration, these officials are still able to investigate only a small fraction of employers covered by FLSA. A series of reports by the Government Accountability Office revealed that DOL “frequently responded inadequately to complaints,” sometimes lied to ostensible complainants, and closed cases “based on unverified information provided by the employer.”

Even if workers are awarded damages, they may see little to no recovery: one study found that only seventeen percent of workers who prevailed at the California wage and hour agency from 2008 to 2011 collected any money.

In short, there is an enforcement crisis in wage and hour law, and agency actions are clearly insufficient to solve that crisis.

This Note proposes, as a matter of effective regulation and advancing workers’ rights, that injunctive relief be made generally available in private wage theft actions and aggressively pursued in states where it exists. Such relief could be achieved by amending FLSA to strike the language in § 211 that limits injunctive relief to agency actions, or — perhaps more feasibly, but with lesser impact — by adding provisions for private injunctive relief to state wage and hour laws. As I demonstrate, the FLSA enforcement regime is a residue of New Deal regulatory attitudes, which presumed a powerful agency as the primary enforcement vehicle and an economy with high union density, where most workers would have recourse in the first instance to a system of collective bargaining to set workplace standards and resolve disputes. Yet today, DOL actions constitute a small fraction of wage theft actions, and union density has declined precipitously from a height of 30-35% in the mid-1940s and 1950s to 10.7% in 2016 — including as

39. Explicit amendment might not be necessary in some states where injunctive relief is impliedly available based on legislative history or remedial provisions from other areas of law, though such an argument is beyond the scope of this Note.
40. See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
low as 1.6% in one state. The decline in union density means that an increasing proportion of American workers rely on employment law, rather than collective bargaining, to provide basic workplace protections. This strains agency resources further, as FLSA is forced to play an outsized role in the workplace regulatory landscape. In light of this regulatory failure, making wage and hour protections real for most workers requires democratizing all the weapons in FLSA’s arsenal, including injunctive relief.

Scholars and practitioners have proposed several reforms aimed at addressing America’s wage theft crisis. Many have called for increased penalties, such as mandatory treble damages, to shift the calculus whereby employers conclude that it pays to underpay workers. Others have suggested pressing state and local law enforcement to bring criminal charges against employers, harnessing the stigma and force of criminal sanctions to induce compliance. Some have stressed the need for better protections for immigrant workers, such as increased U-visa certifications for workplace-related crimes or greater protections against immigration-related retaliation. Still others have proposed DOL reforms, such


43. See Cynthia Estlund, Rebuilding the Law of the Workplace in an Era of Self-Regulation, 105 COLUM. L. REV. 319, 321 (2005) (“Since the 1960s, the New Deal collective bargaining system has been supplemented, and largely supplanted, by . . . a regulatory model of minimum standards enforceable mainly by administrative agencies and a rights model of judicially enforceable individual rights.”); Benjamin I. Sachs, Employment Law as Labor Law, 29 CARDOZO L. REV. 2685, 2687–92 (2008) (describing the “hydraulic process” whereby workers have used employment law to serve labor law purposes, and employment law’s limitations in that role).


as the 1990s resurrection of FLSA’s “hot goods” provision used to enjoin the sale of goods produced in violation of FLSA and strategic targeting of employers higher up the supply chain.

Many commentators have identified the importance of aggregating claims to achieve systemic employer reform, particularly since the Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947 removed FLSA opt-out class actions and “representative actions” by unions and other organizations. At least two commentators have called for a private right of action for FLSA’s “hot goods” provision, which would be a potent—if likely controversial—tool for workers to halt supply chains built upon wage violations. Still others have suggested improving collection mechanisms, such as pre- and post-judgment liens, making it easier for workers to collect from the top shareholders of certain corporations; and expanding definitions of “employees” and “employers” to cover excluded workers and adapt to the contemporary workplace. Besides strictly legal solutions, the growth of the “workers center” movement in the past few decades has seen an explosion in innovative organizing strategies, which combine workplace organizing with consumer boycotts, publicity campaigns, litigation, and state and local political advocacy.

---


50. Lora Jo Foo, The Vulnerable and Exploitable Immigrant Workforce and the Need for Strengthening Worker Protective Legislation, 103 YALE L.J. 2179, 2208 (1994); Wial, supra note 49, at 27.

51. DOL’s increased use of the hot goods injunction has been met with significant opposition from employers, particularly when applied to perishable agricultural goods. See Stephanie A. Koltookian, Note, Some (Don’t) Like It Hot: The Use of the “Hot Goods” Injunction in Perishable Agriculture, 100 IOWA L. REV. 1841 (2015).


Each of these contributions has highlighted important facets of America’s wage theft problem, and many have led to municipal and state reforms that have improved the lives of workers and their communities. Yet these reforms have largely failed to make a dent in the fundamental fact of widespread wage theft: a study of states that have passed wage theft laws in the past ten years found that only mandatory treble damages produced a statistically significant—albeit still minor—decline in violations. Further, all of these proposals have overlooked the issue of prospective injunctive relief under FLSA’s main provisions, failing to note how FLSA’s remedial structure differs from other employment and civil rights statutes by reserving this relief for agency actions. Few even acknowledge DOL’s use of such injunctions, though they were once a prominent feature of enforcement and continue to be used frequently. Indeed, the only scholarship to directly address § 217 injunctions, apart from those related to “hot goods,” appears to be a student Note and a Comment, both from the late 1940s. This Note fills that gap by exploring how injunctive relief functions in DOL actions and might be similarly used by private litigants. It proposes private injunctive relief as one tool among many: private injunctive relief is no panacea for wage theft, but it may prove effective in certain circumstances at securing employer compliance, and its availability may shift bargaining power to workers generally.

In addition to providing relief in particular cases, democratizing the FLSA injunction helps conceive of wage theft as a fundamentally systemic problem that—like Title VII—requires restructuring employer practices. Congress understood the systemic nature of wage standards at FLSA’s passage, declaring that substandard labor conditions “constitute[] an unfair method of competition” and that commerce in goods that are unfairly produced “spread[s] and perpetuate[s] such labor conditions.” Yet the dominant understanding of wage theft among scholars and advocates, like FLSA’s private enforcement regime, treats wage and hour violations as a problem of individual bad actors. This failure to appreciate the systemic character of wage theft appears to be due in part to the

57. This Note uses “prospective injunction” or “prospective injunctive relief” to refer to injunctions prohibiting employers from future violations of wage and hour law. By contrast, injunctive relief may address past violations, such as by reinstating workers who were retaliated against by employers, or by enjoining the sale of “hot goods” produced in violation of FLSA. See supra notes 47-48 and accompanying text.
dyadic nature of litigation and advocacy campaigns against a given employer, as well as the benefits of emphasizing the individual moral culpability of a targeted employer. Once wage theft is understood not as an act of personal malice but as a business model, widespread to the extent that it appears necessary to compete in certain industries, the idea of attacking it with individual damages claims appears fundamentally wrongheaded. By contrast, private injunctions invoke the equitable power of courts; they elevate wage theft from a regulatory infraction to what Llezlie Green Coleman rightly identifies as a civil rights issue, given its disproportionate impact on marginalized groups. In challenging the view of employment law as about and secured by individuals, this Note also joins scholarship seeking to unsettle the line between employment and labor law.

The Note proceeds in four Parts. Part I situates the FLSA enforcement regime amid both broader attitudes toward regulatory enforcement at its enactment and the movement toward private enforcement in subsequent decades. This Part draws on a growing body of remedies literature investigating why Congress has enacted mixed public-private enforcement regimes, and the relative efficacy of those regimes. While much of this literature has analyzed Title VII and other

---

60. One might then ask why we should retain the moralizing language of “wage theft,” rather than something like “wage and hour noncompliance.” Understanding that structural forces encourage wage theft does not prevent us from condemning its effects and the structures of social domination in which it exists, as well as the abuse and intimidation that typically accompany wage theft. Moreover, “wage theft” has proven a resonant political frame that casts wealth transfers from regulatory violations in a familiar context of stealing and injustice. See generally BoBo, supra note 52 (framing wage theft in terms of faith-based notions of justice).

61. This Note is not the first to urge such a framing. As early as 1979, economists Orley Ashenfelter and Robert Smith theorized that employers engage in wage theft based on a cost-benefit analysis that weighs the likelihood of detection and the associated penalties against the expected profits of violating the law. Orley Ashenfelter & Robert S. Smith, Compliance with the Minimum Wage Law, 87 J. POL. & ECON. 333 (1979). Nicole Hallett has recently argued for engaging with the economics literature and foregrounding the employer’s cost-benefit analysis when developing and measuring solutions to the current wage theft crisis. Hallett, supra note 20.


63. See, e.g., Kate Andrias, The New Labor Law, 126 YALE L.J. 2 (2016); Estlund, supra note 43; Richard Michael Fischl, Rethinking the Tripartite Division of American Work Law, 28 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 163 (2007); Sachs, supra note 43; see infra Part IV.

64. See, e.g., David Freeman Engstrom, Agencies as Litigation Gatekeepers, 123 YALE L.J. 616 (2013); Sean Farhang, Regulation, Litigation, and Reform, in THE POLITICS OF MAJOR POLICY REFORM IN POSTWAR AMERICA 48-76 (Jeffery A. Jenkins & Sidney M. Milkis eds., 2014); R. Shep Melnick, Courts and Agencies in the American Civil Rights State, in THE POLITICS OF MAJOR POLICY REFORM IN POSTWAR AMERICA 77-102 (Jeffery A. Jenkins & Sidney M. Milkis eds., 2014); Amanda M. Rose, Reforming Securities Litigation Reform: Restructuring the Relationship Between
statutes from the 1960s and 1970s, no articles have explored the history and design of FLSA. This history suggests that FLSA’s emphasis on agency enforcement is a vestige of New Deal-era regulatory attitudes from which Congress has since departed, and which is further inappropriate given the outsized role that FLSA and other employment law has been forced to play in the contemporary, largely non-union American workplace.

Part II engages with contemporary private enforcement literature to make the regulatory case for the private wage and hour injunctions. This Part argues that private injunctions would promote more aggressive and consistent enforcement across presidential administrations, harness the informational advantages of workers, and better serve the goal of worker empowerment than agency actions. Part II also responds to policy concerns about private enforcement, including a perceived lack of democratic accountability, the potential to overburden regulated parties (here, employers), and the dangers of abusive enforcers who push meritless claims.

Part III draws on DOL’s record of § 217 enforcement to assess the litigation benefits and disadvantages of injunctive relief, and to envision what such relief might look like in a private action. This aspect of DOL’s practice has received almost no discussion from commentators or from the Agency itself, despite the impression from courts and Congress that it is “of cardinal importance to the vitality of the Fair Labor Standards Act” and is the tool ultimately responsible for changing an employer’s practices. Together, the regulatory and litigation benefits of private wage and hour injunctions counsel in favor of extending such relief under FLSA and in state laws where not presently available, and more aggressively pursuing this relief in states where it exists.

65. Wirtz v. Jones, 340 F.2d 901, 905 (5th Cir. 1965); see also Heitmann v. City of Chicago, 560 F.3d 642, 644 (7th Cir. 2009) (describing § 217 injunctions as FLSA’s “heavy artillery”); Metzler v. INBP, Inc., 127 F.3d 959, 963 (10th Cir. 1997) (“Prospective injunctions are an essential tool to effectuate the policy of the FLSA . . .”).


67. While there is not a neat division between these two benefits, this Note uses “regulatory benefits and disadvantages” as discussed in Part II to refer to broader, higher-level policy arguments; by contrast, the “litigation” perspective in Part III addresses the concrete legal mechanics of private wage and hour injunctions.
Finally, Part IV discusses how injunctive relief responds to and highlights the systemic nature of wage theft, and thus challenges the conception of employment law as being about and secured by individuals. The traditional dichotomy between employment and labor law posits these two bodies of law as vindicating individual and collective rights, respectively. Yet as Congress understood when passing FLSA, wage theft occurs in a given labor market and jeopardizes standards for other workers and employers in that market. The Note proposes that wage and hour protections therefore be viewed as collective in nature, collectively secured or undermined. By potentially extending relief to all workers affected by an employer’s illegal practices of wage theft, injunctive relief may help workers respond to wage theft on an appropriately systemic level.

I. FLSA’S ENFORCEMENT REGIME AS NEW DEAL VESTIGE

Because of the dearth of legislative history on the issue of FLSA injunctive relief, this Part infers Congress’s intention in enacting FLSA’s enforcement regime by juxtaposing the Act with broader regulatory understandings at the time and with the evolution toward private enforcement in subsequent decades. This history suggests that FLSA’s reservation of injunctive authority for DOL is a vestige of New Deal-era regulatory attitudes presuming agency-centered enforcement. Extending injunctive relief to private actions by updating FLSA and state laws, where applicable, would therefore move wage and hour law toward the more recently dominant private-enforcement model.

A. The Post-1960s Trend Toward Private Enforcement

The New Deal regulatory approach located enforcement primarily in a new set of administrative agencies, which employed tools such as administrative adjudication and rulemaking alongside litigation. Beginning in the late 1960s and 1970s, however, Congress turned to private litigation as a central means of stat-
utory enforcement. During that time, Congress enacted civil rights, environmental, consumer protection, and other legislation that made private actions and citizen suit provisions a centerpiece of regulation. Although private litigation was a significant feature of U.S. regulatory enforcement since at least Reconstruction, the 1960s and 1970s legislation expanded the scope and frequency of private enforcement litigation. This proliferation of private enforcement marked a change in regulatory attitudes from the bureaucratic “enlightened administration” of the New Deal era to what Robert Kagan calls “adversarial legalism.”

Scholars have provided various explanations for this shift toward private enforcement. Some have argued that the relatively fragmented American government, due to principles of federalism and low government spending, lacked the capacity to meet postwar demands for socially transformative regulation, and was therefore forced to enlist private parties as regulators to accomplish what it could not independently. Other explanations for the growth of private enforcement cite changes in social attitudes toward litigation — either negatively framed as a rise in litigiousness, or positively framed as a rise in rights consciousness and assertiveness. Still others claim that such enforcement simply reflects an increased volume of commercial activity, resulting in more legal disputes. In one now-dominant view, Sean Farhang explains the rise of “the litigation state” as the product of divided party control of the legislature and executive, which accelerated in the late 1960s. On this view, conflict with the President drives Congress to vest enforcement with private parties and courts rather than with executive officials who may be hostile to their goals, and who will be subject to the oversight of different Congresses in the future.

71. FARHANG, supra note 11, at 12.
72. Melnick, supra note 64, at 82; see also KAGAN, supra note 70, at 3 (defining adversarial legalism as “policymaking, policy implementation, and dispute resolution by means of lawyer-dominated litigation”).
73. See THOMAS F. BURKE, LAWYERS, LAWSUITS, AND LEGAL RIGHTS 6-7 (2002); KAGAN, supra note 70, at 34-44.
74. See FARHANG, supra note 11, at 13-16 (discussing these and other alternative hypotheses).
75. Id. at 5, 13; KAGAN, supra note 70, at 48; Farhang, supra note 64, at 51 (noting that divided party control marked twenty-one percent of the period from 1900 to 1968, but eighty-one percent of the subsequent thirty-two years).
Farhang and others identify Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as marking a pivot among progressives to litigation-centered enforcement—a pivot that is evident in Title VII’s provision of private injunctive relief, in contrast to FLSA. A central demand of civil rights groups pushing for Title VII’s passage was “a robust agency akin to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB),” with investigatory and cease-and-desist authority. Many conservatives feared a pro-plaintiff bureaucracy and pushed the litigation-centered model that would eventually be enacted. Under that model, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has investigation and mediation powers, but cannot adjudicate claims, issue orders, or promulgate binding regulations. While the EEOC, in partnership with federal courts, significantly shaped early Title VII jurisprudence through nonbinding guidance—and in 1972 gained the power to bring litigation—a major driver of Title VII implementation was and would remain private litigation.

Civil rights groups’ demand for an NLRB-style agency reflected both post-New Deal regulatory attitudes and the recent history of employment discrimination law. In the two decades following World War II, nearly two dozen states passed employment discrimination statutes. Although advocates and legislators advanced and debated different enforcement provisions, every law enacted in this period vested enforcement in a fair-employment-practices commission (FEPC) with authority to mediate disputes and issue cease-and-desist orders. Despite a meager enforcement record from even the most developed state FEPC, the FEPC statutes provided a readily available legislative model around which various political groups coalesced on the state level. Moreover, “[t]he case

76. Farhang, supra note 64, at 53-68; accord ANTHONY S. CHEN, THE FIFTH FREEDOM: JOBS, POLITICS, AND CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1941-1972, at 170-229 (2000); Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 733.

77. CHEN, supra note 76, at 171. The NLRB’s cease-and-desist authority is significantly limited, however, by the agency’s need to petition a court of appeals for enforcement. See Paul C. Weiler, Promises To Keep: Securing Workers’ Rights to Self-Organization Under the NLRA, 96 HARV. L. REV. 1769, 1796-97 (1983).

78. Gen. Elec. Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 141 (1976) (noting that Congress “did not confer upon the EEOC authority to promulgate rules or regulations pursuant to [Title VII]” that carried “the force of law,” but that EEOC guidelines were entitled to some deference by courts).


80. Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 736-38.


82. Id. at 1073-74.

83. Id. at 1091-94.
for aggressive administrative enforcement rested in part on the disappointing experience of litigation under the Reconstruction civil rights acts,” in which courts quickly adopted restrictive legal interpretations that frustrated private enforcement. In addition, civil rights groups were hesitant about the use of litigation because of the risk of jury nullification in the South. Those fears led many to favor limiting courts’ remedial power to exclusively equitable relief, thereby avoiding Seventh Amendment jury requirements—a Title VII feature that endured until 1991.

The compromise bill that Congress eventually passed crucially withdrew adjudicatory power over private employers from the EEOC, thereby placing primary responsibility for enforcement with private litigants while still requiring them to exhaust administrative remedies by filing claims for potential mediation before proceeding to court. Anthony Chen contends, “No single concession more vividly symbolizes the cost of bipartisanship” than this “shift from an administrative to court-based enforcement”; “[n]owhere is the price of Republican support . . . more concretely captured.” Nevertheless, as Farhang writes, “If civil rights liberals and private enforcement regimes were a forced marriage, they soon fell in love and became inseparable.” In an ironic twist, Title VII’s litigation-centered model would prove central to its significant success over the coming decades—a fact that civil rights groups soon noted.

84. Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 737; see also GEORGE RUTHERGLEN, CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE SHADOW OF SLAVERY: THE CONSTITUTION, COMMON LAW, AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1866, at 93-110 (2013) (outlining the cases that adopted restrictive interpretations of the Civil Rights Act of 1866).

85. Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 738.

86. Id.

87. See Occhialino & Vail, supra note 79, at 686-87 (describing how the Civil Rights Act of 1991 instituted the right to a jury trial in a Title VII case, and the right to recover compensatory and punitive damages in the case of intentional discrimination); see also 42 U.S.C. § 1981a(c) (2012) (noting that “any party may demand a trial by jury”).

88. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(1) (2012); see also Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 733 (“EEOC enforcement stopped well short of adjudication of claims against private employers.”).

89. CHEN, supra note 76, at 188-89.

90. Farhang, supra note 64, at 54.

91. See Melnick, supra note 64, at 97 (“The most important moral of the Title VI and VII stories is that adversarial legalism can promote aggressive federal regulation of the private sector and subnational governments.”); see also Farhang, supra note 64, at 68 (describing how Title VII “became the liberal model for privatizing enforcement of the new social regulation”); Selmi, supra note 64, at 1403-04 (demonstrating that private actions constitute the large majority of Title VII litigation, and that they typically recover significantly more than agency actions).

92. Engstrom, supra note 81, at 1142.
Whereas these accounts might suggest that the “New Deal religion” of administrative enforcement was wholly dominant until the late 1960s, David Freeman Engstrom provides a useful corrective. In charting debates surrounding state FEPC laws, Engstrom demonstrates that critiques of administrative enforcement were present by the late 1930s and 1940s, such that the American Civil Liberties Union, National Lawyers Guild, and certain community-based civil rights groups advocated for a private right of action in the New York statutes. The choice of the FEPC model cannot be explained, then, by a then-universal preference for agency enforcement. Rather, Engstrom contends, established civil rights groups preferred the FEPC model because it tended toward gradualism and conciliation, and provided centralized control—as opposed to private litigation, which would allow more confrontational groups to push their own claims directly in court. Engstrom shows that advocates and legislators advanced critiques of administrative enforcement before Congress’s pivot in the 1960s, although private enforcement did not become dominant until this later period.

By the late 1960s-70s, a marked shift toward private enforcement was underway. As political scientist R. Shep Melnick writes, “Within a decade of passage of the civil rights laws of the 1960s, it was clear that the days of enlightened administration had come and gone [and] [t]he era of . . . adversarial legalism was upon us.” Progressive groups grew increasingly disillusioned with the New Deal vision of regulation by expert agencies, which they criticized as timid, pro-establishment, and subject to capture—critiques reinforced by Richard Nixon’s election in 1968. These attitudes informed a wave of environmental, consumer protection, and other laws in the late 1960s and 1970s that made unprecedented use of “citizen suit” and other private-enforcement mechanisms. This change in statutory drafting, supplemented by judges’ increased willingness to find implied statutory rights of action, led in the late 1960s to the volume of private regulatory litigation outstripping that of public enforcement actions. The volume of private enforcement continued to grow under the Reagan Administration despite significant Republican efforts at “litigation reform.” Today, private en-
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Democratizing the FLSA Injunction

Enforcement through litigation remains “a core dimension of the American regulatory state’s infrastructural power”\(^\text{101}\) and is “integral to the structure of the modern administrative state.”\(^\text{102}\)

In sum, the agency-centered regulatory approach of the New Deal produced statutes such as the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) and FEPC laws that allocated a minor enforcement role, if any, to private litigation. While that approach was already subject to criticism from civil rights advocates and legislators by the late 1930s and 1940s, it remained sufficiently dominant in the 1960s that proponents of a robust federal employment discrimination statute overwhelmingly favored an NLRA-style agency and disfavored private enforcement. In a compromise that would ultimately prove fruitful for advocates, Title VII adopted a relatively new enforcement model based on private litigation—which, like many subsequent statutes, provided private injunctive relief—that proved more transformative in its implementation than the relatively dismal record of FEPC laws. Since the enactment of Title VII, Congress has turned significantly toward private enforcement, enacting civil rights, environmental, consumer protection, and other legislation that makes private actions and citizen suit provisions a centerpiece of implementation.

B. FLSA’s Private Enforcement Regime

In this context, it appears that when Congress passed FLSA in 1938, it simply assumed a model of agency-centered enforcement. Labor advocates fiercely debated FLSA’s substantive provisions and enforcement mechanisms, leading to abortive attempts at the statute’s passage.\(^\text{103}\) Despite these debates, there is little legislative history discussing the role of private enforcement, much less injunctive relief. The absence of controversy around private enforcement makes sense: even under Engstrom’s account, the enactment of FLSA predated calls in the late 1930s and 1940s for increased private enforcement. Yet as Congress’s subsequent turn to private regulatory litigation illustrates, and as this Note discusses in Part II, there are several policy advantages to a robust private enforcement regime.

The major debates surrounding FLSA did not concern private enforcement, but rather the implementing agency’s identity and powers. The American Federation of Labor (AFL) and newly founded Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) were sharply divided over whether the Act should establish universal

\(^\text{101.} \) Id.

\(^\text{102.} \) Glover, supra note 28, at 1137.

minimum standards (the AFL position) or industry-based wage boards (the CIO position).\textsuperscript{104} William Green, AFL president, was also deeply suspicious of the Act’s potential interference with collective bargaining rights, which had recently been secured in 1935 under the NLRA, stating in congressional hearings “that he understood the legislation was merely an attempt to encourage collective bargaining and as collective bargaining expanded, government control should abandon the field.”\textsuperscript{105} FLSA’s drafters were thus centrally concerned with the scope of the Act’s substantive provisions, as well as the structure of public enforcement and its relationship to the increasing number of workers engaged in collective bargaining.

By contrast, there was little debate over private enforcement. While organized labor divided over whether injunction proceedings would be brought by DOL (the CIO position) or the Department of Justice (the AFL position), neither organization seemed to contemplate private injunctive enforcement, nor did they dispute having a private action as a supplementary mechanism to recover unpaid wages.\textsuperscript{106} Both bills reported in the Senate\textsuperscript{107} and the House\textsuperscript{108} prohibited representative actions by preventing workers from assigning their claims to litigants other than the agency. Neither bill provided opt-out class actions. Yet the provisions establishing representative actions and opt-out class actions,

\textsuperscript{104} Id. at 34-35.
\textsuperscript{105} John S. Forsythe, Legislative History of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 6 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 464, 468 (1939). This optimism about the expansion and centrality of collective bargaining is understandable in 1938, as union density more than doubled in the two previous years, from 13.24% in 1936 to 26.56% in 1938. See Freeman, supra note 41, at 292 tbl.8A.2.
\textsuperscript{106} Samuel, supra note 103, at 34-35.
\textsuperscript{107} S. 2475, 75th Cong. (1937) (as reported by Senate, July 8, 1937).
\textsuperscript{108} H.R. 7200, 75th Cong. (1938) (as reported by House, Apr. 21, 1938).
which were later repealed by the Portal-to-Portal Act, appeared in the bill’s conference report without comment.\footnote{H.R. REP. NO. 75-2738, at 11 (1938) (Conf. Rep.).}

The only discussion of such provisions in FLSA’s legislative hearings appears in the June 8, 1937 testimony of John M. Keating, a lawyer speaking on behalf of millinery manufacturers and workers. Keating argued that “one employee or his labor union should be permitted to bring a representative action for the benefit of all employees similarly situated,” which would “make the act semi-self-enforcing” and serve as a “psychological weapon” against employers.\footnote{Fair Labor Standards Act of 1937: Joint Hearings on S. 2475 and H.R. 7200 Before the S. Comm. on Educ. and Labor & the H. Comm. on Labor, 75th Cong. 457-62 (1937) [hereinafter 1937 Hearings] (statement of John M. Keating).} Keating also appreciated the informational advantages of private enforcement, noting that “[t]he employee working right in the factory is in a better position than the board to institute suit,” and that “[h]e could [bring suit] better than the Board, because he was there.”\footnote{Id. at 462-63.} Notably, Keating confirmed that he intended to propose a legal and not an equitable action—in other words, a regime limited to damages, not an injunction.\footnote{Id. at 462.} Given the agency-centric regulatory environment in which FLSA was passed, it is unsurprising that the private enforcement provisions of the bill received little attention. Moreover, even Keating’s testimony, which appears to be the most sophisticated discussion of private enforcement at the FLSA hearings, does not contemplate the possibility of private injunctive relief.

\footnote{The Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, Pub. L. No. 80-49, 61 Stat. 84, responded to years of fierce litigation over whether certain time spent traveling and preparing for work—such as time spent passing from one mine portal to another—was compensable work time under FLSA and other statutes. See Marc Linder, Class Struggle at the Door: The Origins of the Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, 39 BUFF. L. REV. 53 (1991). In particular, a nascent CIO brought a wave of portal suits during and following World War II seeking to gain bargaining power against employers and secure large recoveries. Id. at 56. This movement was strengthened when the Supreme Court held in Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680 (1946), that preliminary work activities performed entirely for the employer’s benefit and subject to employer control constituted work time under FLSA. A conservative Congress reacted to this “emergency” by passing the Portal-to-Portal Act in the same year it passed the Taft-Hartley Act—which significantly limited compensable time under FLSA. More significantly, however, the Act—perceiving a threat of unions and plaintiffs’ lawyers stirring up litigation on behalf of large numbers of workers—repealed FLSA’s representative-action and opt-out class-action provisions.}
Apart from the changes in the Portal-to-Portal Act, the remedial structure of FLSA has remained largely the same since enactment, despite periodic amendments to raise the minimum wage and address issues such as gender equity.\textsuperscript{114} Sections 206 and 207 of the Act (originally sections 6 and 7) establish minimum-wage and overtime protections, respectively.\textsuperscript{115} Section 211 requires employers to keep certain records and empowers DOL to investigate and inspect those records.\textsuperscript{116} Notably, this section also states, “[T]he Administrator [now called “the Secretary”] shall bring all actions under section 217 of this title to restrain violations of this chapter.”\textsuperscript{117} Section 216 establishes penalties: § 216(a) provides for fines or imprisonment after prior FLSA convictions; § 216(b) provides employees a private right of action to recover for violations of §§ 216-217, plus “an additional equal amount as liquidated damages,” attorney’s fees, and costs.\textsuperscript{118} Section 16(b) originally allowed an employee or employees to bring a collective action “for and in behalf of himself or themselves and other employees similarly situated,” or a representative action through “an agent or representative to maintain such action for and in behalf of all employees similarly situated.”\textsuperscript{119} However, the Portal-to-Portal Act removed the representative action provision and added an opt-in requirement for collective actions.\textsuperscript{120} While other areas of FLSA have responded to the changing character of the American workforce and economy, its core remedial provisions have remained stagnant since the Portal-to-Portal Act significantly curtailed private enforcement in 1947.


\textsuperscript{116} Id. § 211.

\textsuperscript{117} Id. § 211(a). This section provides an exception to the Administrator’s sole authority to bring a § 217 action for injunctive relief, for actions arising under the child labor provisions of the Act (§ 213). The exception results from the fact that the Chief of the Children’s Bureau in DOL was originally charged with making all investigations related to § 212, and, “subject to the direction and control of the Attorney General, shall bring all actions under section [2]17.” Id. § 212(b). When the Children’s Bureau was transferred to the Social Security Administration in 1946, § 212 was amended to read “The Secretary of Labor.” 29 U.S.C. § 212(b) (1952). Section 211 was not amended to reflect this change, and still states the Administrator “shall bring all actions under section [2]17” except as provided in § 212, which now also refers to the Secretary of Labor. 29 U.S.C. § 211(a) (2012). The most natural way to read this vestigial distinction, given the statutory history, is that the “exception” for § 212 refers to the fact that investigations under that section, unlike under § 211, are “subject to the direction and control of the Attorney General.” Id. § 212(b).

\textsuperscript{118} 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) (2012).

\textsuperscript{119} 29 U.S.C. § 16(b) (1940).

\textsuperscript{120} 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) (1952). The opt-in language states, “No employee shall be a party plaintiff to any such action unless he gives his consent in writing to become such a party and such consent is filed in the court in which such action is brought.” Id.
Despite § 217 generally providing jurisdiction for “injunction proceedings,” § 211 bifurcates public and private enforcement, with DOL bearing primary enforcement responsibility under the Act. This division is illustrated in the 1977 Senate testimony of then-Secretary of Labor F. Ray Marshall and Solicitor of Labor Carin Ann Clauss on a proposed bill to amend FLSA. Marshall proposed a successful amendment to the Act to provide injunctive relief in private actions under FLSA’s anti-retaliation provision, such as to order reinstatement after a retaliatory firing. In response to Marshall’s proposal, the Committee Chairman inquired about FLSA private injunctive relief generally:

THE CHAIRMAN. What action would be taken to get the employer to change the wage? . . . Is there any way to enjoin that rate, or get them to pay the legal rate?
MS. CLAUSS. There is no point of action.
THE CHAIRMAN. But under your proposal, is there?
MS. CLAUSS. No, because we feel we have the resources to bring the injunction suit . . . . [Describing the specific problem of retaliation.]
THE CHAIRMAN. You will still be the sole enforcement agency in getting the rate changed?
MS. CLAUSS. That is right. We are proposing no change there.
THE CHAIRMAN. Do you have the resources to handle that?
MS. CLAUSS. That is right.122

The Solicitor of Labor tellingly understands injunctive relief as the sole means for “getting the rate changed,” rather than simply compensating workers for violations. This distinction is startling: we would not say that private Title VII litigants may obtain compensation for past harm, but are powerless to change their employers’ practices. Similarly, the Supreme Court has noted that Congress in enacting the ADEA in 1967 “made plain its decision to follow a different course” from FLSA by providing private injunctive relief.123

Secretary Marshall’s arguments in favor of immediate injunctive relief under FLSA’s anti-retaliation provision may be applied to prospective injunctions and help to frame the following policy discussion. As Marshall testified, “the only avenue open to a wrongfully discharged employee is to persuade the Department

of Labor to file suit.” \(^{124}\) That arrangement “places a heavy burden on the Department of Labor’s resources” and “leaves the employee without a remedy in those cases where the Department decides not to sue.” \(^ {125}\) By contrast, providing private injunctive relief would ease the Agency’s burden and better safeguard workers’ rights, since “if employers knew employees had this added right, it would deter them from [violating] their rights under the act.” \(^ {126}\) Congress found Marshall’s arguments persuasive and extended injunctive relief to private actions under its anti-retaliation provision in 1977. \(^ {127}\) Marshall’s insights were not, however, applied to FLSA’s main provisions, and the Act’s use of prospective injunctive relief remained stuck in the agency-centered mold in which it was cast in 1938.

II. THE REGULATORY CASE FOR PRIVATE WAGE AND HOUR INJUNCTIONS

This Part draws on recent private-enforcement literature to make the policy case for the private wage and hour injunction. The absence of private injunctive relief is not only, as the prior Part described, inconsistent with the historical trend toward increased private enforcement, but also results in less effective enforcement. Although some of the private-enforcement literature has referenced FLSA in broader discussions, none has addressed whether private injunctive relief should be available. Drawing on this work, this Part argues that private parties are better situated to pursue aggressive and consistent enforcement, that private parties possess significant informational advantages over agencies, and that expanded private enforcement would better empower workers. The Part then addresses three potential objections to increased private enforcement: a lack of democratic accountability as compared to public agencies; the danger of overburdening regulated parties; and the risk of abusive, frivolous litigation. Ultimately, these concerns are misplaced in the context of the private wage and hour injunction, and in any event are outweighed by its significant regulatory advantages.


\(^{125}\) Id.

\(^{126}\) Id. at 17.

\(^{127}\) See Pub. L. No. 95-151, 91 Stat. 1245, § 10(a) (1977) (amending 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) to provide “such legal or equitable relief as may be appropriate . . . including without limitation employment, reinstatement, promotion, and the payment of wages lost and an additional equal amount as liquidated damages”).
A. Regulatory Advantages of Private Injunctive Relief

Extending injunctive relief to private wage and hour actions would result in more aggressive and consistent enforcement, given that agency officials are subject to capture as well as to political pressure from Congresses and presidential administrations that may be hostile to combatting wage theft. Private injunctive relief may also harness the informational advantages of workers and their advocates, especially community-embedded lawyers and advocates at workers centers, who remain close to and knowledgeable of employer noncompliance. Finally, enforcement of private injunctions may better empower workers than agency actions by allowing workers to maintain greater control over the narrative and direction of a private action.

1. More Aggressive and Consistent Enforcement

The overwhelming reason to provide private injunctive relief is that the current enforcement regime has proven patently inadequate for ensuring that FLSA provides the baseline standards Congress envisioned.128 Wage theft is rampant, with FLSA and state equivalents “regularly and systematically violated” in low-wage industries.129 The federal and state agencies tasked with enforcement are dramatically under-resourced and have faced significant criticism.130 The state of wage and hour law is what J. Maria Glover calls a “public regulatory failure,” characterized by “historical levels of significant underenforcement.”131 Glover argues that under these circumstances, in addition to maintaining and improving public enforcement, “courts, legislatures, and, when appropriate, administrative agencies . . . should appropriately calibrate private enforcement mechanisms to enable private litigants to bring about regulation of harm left largely un-addressed by the public regulatory body.”132 Glover’s argument, applied to wage and hour law, suggests extending “the heavy artillery”133 of injunctive relief to private actions, in the hopes that this additional tool may lead to higher levels of enforcement.

128. See supra notes 73-78 and accompanying text.
129. Bernhardt et al., supra note 19, at 2.
130. See supra notes 33-38 and accompanying text.
132. Id. at 1205.
133. Heitmann v. City of Chicago, 560 F.3d 642, 644 (7th Cir. 2009).
Private injunctive relief may also result in more aggressive enforcement than its public-agency counterpart, given that private actors are not subject to congressional oversight and the problem of agency capture. As Michael Selmi argues in the housing and employment discrimination contexts, agency officials often avoid controversial cases and are less aggressive in enforcement than private parties because they fear congressional retribution or jeopardizing their careers in government.\textsuperscript{134} Such political scrutiny is familiar to agencies regulating labor relations, as Congress’s long refusal to allow President Obama to fill an NLRB quorum demonstrated.\textsuperscript{135} Private enforcement may also be more aggressive because agency officials are “captured”—i.e., staffed from or beholden to the parties they regulate—as dramatically illustrated by President Trump’s unsuccessful Labor Secretary nomination of Hardee’s CEO Andrew Puzder: an outspoken critic of raises in the minimum wage who runs a company that has in recent years paid out millions of dollars in overtime lawsuits.\textsuperscript{136} Because agency officials are subject to political oversight and potential capture, they may therefore be more muted in their regulatory zeal than workers and private advocates.

Robust private remedies can also lead to more consistent enforcement over time. Agencies fluctuate across Congresses and presidential administrations in how zealously they enforce their statutes, and indeed at times appear outright hostile to their own missions.\textsuperscript{137} Moreover, changes in adjacent policy areas may indirectly affect enforcement levels. For example, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) has had a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with DOL since 1998 that prevents ICE from initiating immigration enforcement where there is a pending DOL investigation, based on the understanding that employers use such enforcement to exploit workers and undermine labor protections. There is already significant uncertainty about whether the Trump Administration has or will continue to honor that policy, which could have a significant chilling effect on immigrant workers reporting wage theft.

When public enforcement wanes, a robust private enforcement regime ensures that some level of regulation remains in place. Farhang thus praises “theautopilot and durable character of the private enforcement infrastructure,” which “had real consequences for presidential power” during the deregulatory era of the Reagan Administration, “restricting the president’s ability to curtail enforcement.” In an era when President Trump has proposed a twenty-one percent cut to DOL’s budget, democratizing the FLSA injunction becomes imperative. Injunctive relief in private wage and hour cases would therefore increase workers’ ability to maintain FLSA enforcement during periods of executive ambivalence or hostility to preventing wage theft.

2. Informational Advantages of Workers and Their Advocates

Private injunctive relief may also help to improve enforcement given the significant informational advantages that workers and their advocates—especially community-embedded workers centers—possess over DOL and state equivalents. Glover suggests as a general principle that “all things being equal, enforcement mechanisms should be entrusted and tailored to the needs of the regulator

---


140. Farhang, supra note 64, at 68.

with superior command of information relevant to potential wrongdoing,” a regulator who ideally also “ha[s] sufficient incentives to operationalize that information through enforcement.”142 Private parties generally have such advantages where

(1) private individuals, as opposed to public regulators, are geographically close to the locus of the alleged harm, (2) the alleged wrongdoing is fairly concrete and aimed directly at or knowingly suffered by private individuals, or (3) the potential private-party regulator is integrated into a market or other structured environment in a way that gives it first-hand awareness of wrongdoing.143

In contrast, public regulators are preferable where “(1) a fairly large set of data is needed for the illumination of potential wrongdoing, (2) comparative analysis of that factual information is required or particularly helpful for the discovery of potential wrongdoing, or (3) the information relevant to potential wrongdoing is of a complex nature.”144

Each of Glover’s criteria indicates that private parties possess informational advantages in the wage and hour context: (1) wage theft is experienced proximately by workers within a particular labor market who (2) suffer concrete harms by being paid in violation of the law; furthermore, (3) a worker can determine a wage and hour violation through firsthand knowledge and a simple calculation, without comparative analysis or data aggregation. Indeed, Glover identifies FLSA as a paradigmatic example where “employees, as opposed to public regulators, generally possess informational advantages about wrongdoing” since “employees protected by the FLSA will usually have the best information regarding underpayment of wages or nonpayment of overtime.”145 Glover concludes on this basis, along with the fact that DOL lacks the resources to investigate even a significant fraction of covered employers, that “enforcement mechanisms are better entrusted, as an informational matter, to private regulators.”146

While Glover does not address injunctive relief, her argument applies to such relief with even greater force. Workers and their advocates are better positioned than agencies to monitor and enforce prospective injunctions, given their ongoing connections to the employer and other affected workers. Whereas an agency

142. Glover, supra note 28, at 1177-78 (footnotes omitted).
143. Id. at 1180-81 (footnotes omitted).
144. Id. at 1180 (footnotes omitted).
145. Id. at 1183-84 (footnote omitted).
146. Id. at 1184.
must make affirmative efforts to reinvestigate employers and reconnect with past complainants to detect that an injunction has been violated, workers confront these realities every day. As Keating remarked to Congress in 1937, “The employee working right in the factory is in a better position than the [agency] to institute suit . . . because he was there.”147 Unlike agencies, workers centers and other community advocates often maintain deep relationships of trust with plaintiffs, which are necessary to facilitate worker reporting. Moreover, workers centers enjoy some of the informational benefits of both workers and agencies: like workers, they are more proximate to experiences of wage theft than an agency; like an agency, they have the capacity to document and process a large volume of complaints, making them better at aggregating and processing such information than workers, who lack this organizational platform. Workers and their advocates are therefore better positioned than agencies to detect noncompliance with a wage and hour injunction.

Moreover, as Glover observes, because the “FLSA systematically tends to generate low-value claims” due to the low-income nature of those covered by the statute, “mechanisms that facilitate the economics of claiming are required” to promote enforcement by informationally superior private plaintiffs.148 Presently, FLSA lacks such a mechanism. As Glover contends, “The fee-shifting mechanism is unlikely to provide sufficient enforcement incentives for anyone other than individuals possessing high-value claims” — a “rarity” in the wage and hour context.149 Similarly, given its inability to extend relief to all workers affected, FLSA’s opt-in “collective action” provision fails to “align . . . the scope of regulation with the scope of harm.”150 Broad injunctive relief against an employer helps solve this aggregation problem by subjecting an employer to an ongoing court order, thereby supplying non-plaintiff employees with a ready forum to bring noncompliance issues.151 Private injunctive relief therefore helps plaintiffs harness the informational advantages of workers and their advocates to secure employer compliance.

3. Worker Empowerment

A third reason to provide private wage and hour injunctions is that private actions can afford workers greater control over and voice in litigation. Worker

147. 1937 Hearings, supra note 111, at 462-63 (statement of John M. Keating).
149. Id. at 1184-85 (footnote omitted).
150. Id.
151. See infra Section III.B.
empowerment is an inherent good for those who view promoting workers’ auton-
omy and sense of self-determination as an important function of employ-
ment and labor law, particularly for groups who are subject to other forms of
social domination. Private litigation as a vehicle for worker empowerment is not,
however, self-evident: for example, Richard Stewart and Cass Sunstein wrote in
1982, “Litigation between private parties is an unlikely forum for achieving com-
munity self-determination . . .”152 Yet, as the workers center movement of the
last thirty years has demonstrated, private litigation combined with organizing
and other advocacy can be a powerful tool for marginalized communities to as-
sert their workplace rights and to build their capacity to address other issues.153

Drawing on critical race feminism, Coleman argues that private wage and
hour suits “provide[ ] opportunities for worker empowerment that are often
lacking in government cases.”154 This occurs on a formal level in that “DOL and
the worker lack an attorney-client relationship,” meaning that “many of the eth-
cical responsibilities that would attach and require the attorney to keep the client
informed and permit the worker to make decisions do not exist.”155 Less for-
mally, “[w]here state or federal government agencies investigate and negotiate
or litigate claims, the voices and narratives of the workers may be lost.”156 As
Coleman explains, effective storytelling—which she argues is more possible in
private litigation, in which workers maintain greater control—can help deci-
sionmakers understand and retain workers’ experiences, and may reveal legal
harms that were invisible under previously dominant narratives.157 In addition,
storytelling may “have a cathartic importance” for workers who “have felt their
exploitation was unavoidable, and their experiences were invisible.”158 Finally,
litigation can set the stage for further action, building solidarity among workers
with shared experiences.159 Private actions may therefore better empower work-
ers by affording them greater control over the direction of litigation and the nar-
ratives deployed.

153. See sources cited supra note 55.
155. Id. at 426 (footnote omitted); see also Rutherglen, supra note 64, at 738–40 (discussing the
importance of individuals having control of civil rights litigation).
156. Coleman, supra note 32, at 427.
157. Id. at 414.
158. Id. at 428.
159. Id.
One might add two observations to Coleman’s analysis. First, private actions may better empower workers to the extent that workers perceive private attorneys and organizers as part of their community, or at least more so than agency officials. Whereas workers may feel a sense of dependency in returning to an agency to enforce an injunction, they may feel a greater sense of agency and autonomy in facilitating such enforcement through a workers center or community lawyer, whose actions are identified more with the actions of the community. Second, as compared to a retrospective damages action, after which employers frequently continue to engage in wage theft, an injunction may provide workers with greater power to actually change how employers function. This solidaristic goal of transforming employer practices — of ensuring that they and other workers are treated better in the future — is frequently articulated by wage and hour plaintiffs as a reason for their participating in litigation, in the face of significant risks of employment or immigration retaliation. For reasons discussed in Part III, injunctive relief may significantly increase workers’ ability to achieve such structural change.

B. Potential Objections to Extending Private Injunctive Relief

One might object to private wage and hour injunctions on the basis that private enforcement is less democratically accountable than its agency counterpart. Others might contend that private injunctions would overly burden employers, or that increasing workers’ potential recovery with the possibility of an injunction would encourage abusive, frivolous litigation. This Section responds to these concerns in turn, concluding that they are largely misplaced in the specific


161. See Tamara Relis, “It’s Not About the Money!": A Theory on Misconceptions of Plaintiffs’ Litigation Aims, 68 U. PITT. L. REV. 701, 702 (2007) (finding that the overwhelming majority of civil plaintiffs report being motivated by nonmonetary issues, to which their attorneys are often not sensitive); Sachs, supra note 43, at 2738-40 (describing how workers choose to take actions that entail high risks of employer retaliation based on a “logic of reciprocity,” rather than acting as “self-interested wealth-maximizers” (internal quotation marks omitted) (footnotes omitted)).

162. See infra Section III.B (describing how the litigation benefits of an injunction, including contempt sanctions and a broad scope of relief, may better secure employer compliance than damages actions alone).
context of wage and hour injunctions, and in any case, are far outweighed by the above regulatory advantages.

1. Lack of Democratic Accountability

A first potential objection to extending injunctive relief to private actions is that by doing so we undermine the agency’s ability to use prosecutorial discretion to shape enforcement. The agency’s enforcement decisions, in contrast to private actions, are democratically accountable through executive and congressional oversight, and ultimately to the public through elections. On this view, what advocates see as a future administration’s abdication looks more like a democratic decision to reduce enforcement: “one person’s ‘implementation slippage’ is another’s safeguard against excesses of regulatory zeal.” This objection presents two distinct concerns: first, that private actors might bring more enforcement suits than Congress intended, and second, that private actors might bring types of suits that Congress did not intend or envision. As with other objections, much of this criticism has been directed at qui tam statutes, which authorize private party enforcers to bring suit on behalf of the government and recover statutory penalties or “bounties.”

In response to this objection, one might challenge both the democratic nature of the agency baseline against which private actions are measured, and the supposedly undemocratic nature of private enforcement. To the extent that DOL and other agencies are unintentionally underfunded and subject to capture, there are reasons to doubt that their enforcement decisions accurately reflect congressional intent or public opinion. Delegating enforcement to private parties may then in fact be democracy enhancing, by “returning power and participation to the people.” Rather than an individual, self-focused act, “[p]rivate enforcement can be seen as a participatory activity which allows individuals and groups
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163. J. Randy Beck, The False Claims Act and the English Eradication of Qui Tam Litigation, 78 N.C. L. REV. 539, 610-11 (2000); Stephenson, supra note 64, at 119; Stewart & Sunstein, supra note 152, at 1294 (claiming that “the very origins of administrative agencies lay in dissatisfaction with private litigation as an undemocratic mechanism for social choice and control”).
164. Stewart & Sunstein, supra note 152, at 1295.
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167. See supra Section II.A.1.
to compete over . . . pluralistic understandings of the public interest.”\textsuperscript{169} Barton Thompson thus contends that private enforcement “promot[es] . . . democratic values” by “giv[ing] citizens a socially important means of directly participating in and influencing the formulation and implementation of . . . policy.”\textsuperscript{170} In response to the concern about novel legal claims, Thompson notes that many private enforcement innovations are later adopted by agencies, suggesting that private enforcers are simply ahead of the government curve rather than far afield of statutory authorization.\textsuperscript{171}

The democratic argument for private enforcement is especially compelling since victims of wage theft are disproportionately deprived of a political voice—whether formally by virtue of being noncitizens, or de facto by virtue of being low income. As several social scientists recently found, the views of low-income constituents ordinarily have no appreciable effect on their political representatives.\textsuperscript{172} For most victims of wage theft, who are low income, private actions represent a primary means of input into how the law is applied. Those participatory benefits are more muted in agency enforcement actions, in which workers have less control over whether and what claims are brought, the narrative and publicity surrounding the complaint, and the settlement process.\textsuperscript{173}

The accountability objection is particularly misplaced given wage and hour statutory frameworks and the nature of the private injunction. Federal and state laws already allow private actions, so permitting private injunctions would not allow new parties to bring claims, but simply make enforcement of existing rights more efficacious. Therefore, adding injunctive relief would not fundamentally alter workers’ ability to bring claims or push novel legal theories. Moreover, the issues litigated in the wage and hour context—for example, who qualifies as an employer and an employee, how much a worker was paid—while sometimes hotly contested, do not directly implicate conflicting values to the extent of other areas currently subject to private litigation and injunctive relief, such as what constitutes discrimination or how to strike the proper balance between environmental considerations and industry concerns. Democratic critics

\textsuperscript{170} Barton H. Thompson, Jr., The Continuing Innovations of Citizen Enforcement, 2000 U. ILL. L. REV. 185, 188.
\textsuperscript{171} Id.
\textsuperscript{172} See LARRY M. BARTELS, UNEQUAL DEMOCRACY: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE NEW GILDED AGE 254, 260 (2008) (finding “the views of constituents in the bottom third of the income distribution received no weight at all in the voting decisions of their senators,” and thus “were utterly irrelevant”); MARTIN GILENS, AFFLUENCE AND INFLUENCE: ECONOMIC INEQUALITY AND POLITICAL POWER IN AMERICA 83 (2012).
of private enforcement therefore have less to fear in the wage and hour context than in other arenas where accountability concerns are raised—particularly where the issue is whether to extend a form of relief, and not whether to extend private actions where they did not previously exist.

2. Overly Burdensome for Employers

A second potential objection is that private wage and hour injunctions would overburden employers. This objection comes in both a pragmatic and a democratically inflected variant: (1) private enforcement’s social costs would exceed its benefits, for example, by preventing regulated entities from functioning; or (2) private enforcement would be overly burdensome in a way not envisioned by Congress or the agency in promulgating regulations, for instance, by pressing technicalities not expected to be enforced. These concerns have found some traction in recent scholarship. Randy Beck explains the British abolition of qui tam actions in 1951 partially in terms of “economically harmful prosecutions” and the pursuit of “technical violations,” and he urges reforms to the U.S. False Claims Act (FCA) based on similar grounds. Joan Krause has similarly argued that FCA qui tam claims against healthcare providers “are increasingly removed from their factual and legal precursors,” and can be counterproductive for patient care. Providing private plaintiffs with the “heavy artillery” of wage and hour injunctions, the objection goes, might do more damage than good, and may be wielded against relatively minor, technical infractions.

Scholars defending private enforcement have responded that this critique is overstated, and dependent on both the state of public enforcement and the existing harms of noncompliance. Engstrom, for example, argues that where public enforcement is expensive and insufficient, “even overzealous private enforcement efforts may minimize social loss relative to a world in which harmful conduct is not controlled at all.” Moreover, the strength of the burdensome critique may depend on who is subject to the costs of overenforcement and underenforcement, given that parties may be differently situated in their ability to bear those costs. The social loss of vast underenforcement is currently borne by

174. See Stephenson, supra note 64, at 116 (arguing that agencies intentionally promulgate overbroad regulations understanding that they retain enforcement discretion).
175. Beck, supra note 163, at 633, 627.
177. Engstrom, supra note 64, at 632.
low-income and other disproportionately marginalized workers. Even if extending private injunctive relief were to result in some instances of overenforcement, employers are relatively more affluent and in a better position to handle such losses than workers who suffer from underenforcement. Any assessment of potentially burdensome social costs of increased private enforcement must therefore take into account the state of public enforcement, the existing costs of underenforcement—which in the case of wage and hour law, are nothing short of massive—and who bears the costs in either case.

Apart from this broader theoretical flaw, the employer-burden critique also fails as an empirical matter. First, there is a nearly eighty-year track record of DOL litigating prospective FLSA injunctions, occasionally aggressively, which does not appear to have destroyed defendant businesses or prompted a critical response. During that time, courts have repeatedly insisted that such injunctions “are not excessively burdensome” because “[t]hey require no more than that the defendants comply with the law.” Although there are reasons to believe that the private enforcement of wage and hour injunctions could be more robust than its agency equivalent, the fact remains that such injunctions impose no new regulatory obligations, but instead merely provide courts with an additional set of remedial tools to secure compliance from recalcitrant employers.

Second, insofar as a fundamental purpose of FLSA is to ensure fair competition and labor stability through minimum wage standards, increased (private) enforcement of the Act may benefit regulated parties. FLSA’s text and legislative history evince these concerns on behalf of employers as well as workers. Indeed, one commentator has suggested that businesses should be able to bring FLSA actions against their competitors. Wial, supra note 49, at 27-28. Such a complaint, however, would be unlikely to succeed under current standards for implied private rights of action, particularly given that Congress explicitly removed FLSA representative actions with the Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, Pub. L. No. 80-49, § 5, 61 Stat. 84, 87 (codified as amended at 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) (2012)).
nizes that commerce in goods that are unfairly produced “spread[s] and perpet-uate[s] such labor conditions among . . . workers.” In reporting FLSA out of committee, the House Committee on Labor opined:

No employer . . . need fear that he will be required by law to observe wage and hour standards higher than those applicable to his competitors. No employee . . . need fear that the fair labor standards maintained by his employer will be jeopardized by oppressive labor standards maintained by those with whom his employer competes.184

Then-Senator John F. Kennedy, upon introducing a 1961 amendment to FLSA, similarly declared, “[I]t will serve as a source of protection to employers who pay a decent wage and who must compete with employers who pay a substandard wage.”185

These benefits of wage and hour enforcement apply most clearly to employers already complying, but they also arguably extend to employers committing wage theft who are thus exposed to liability and potential labor unrest. While the likelihood of workers asserting their rights under wage and hour law is woefully low, the effect of a large verdict can be significant and sometimes fatal to an employer. By smoothing out noncompliance in industries where wage theft is endemic, greater enforcement might therefore decrease risk by creating conditions where employers are not constantly violating the law and incurring potential liability.

Third, in contrast to certain FCA actions described by Beck and Krause,186 the conduct restrained by wage and hour injunctions does not involve “technical violations” that are difficult to detect or far removed from Congress’s statutory aims. Although who constitutes a covered employee and employer is at times
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intensely disputed, FLSA’s basic minimum wage, overtime, and recordkeeping requirements are much more limited and straightforward than the various statutes and regulations related to Medicare and Medicaid. As Kraus notes,

[T]he enormous quantity of information . . . (not to mention the sheer volume of the laws and regulations applicable to the Medicare program) makes it highly unlikely that the corporate officer who signs the [Medicare] Cost Report will actually know whether the entity is in compliance with each and every program requirement.

This opens up Medicare and Medicaid providers to liability for inadvertent omissions. By contrast, employers generally can, with some basic calculations, know whether they are paying their workers the minimum wage and overtime, even if they dispute the applicability of those provisions. Similarly, whereas the FCA “is a classic example of an overinclusive statute,” covering conduct that lacks a specific intent to defraud and that does not result in actual damages, FLSA sets minimum standards that Congress clearly intended to be enforced such that they function as an effective baseline. Concerns that enforcement of “technical violations” may deviate from congressional intent or overburden employers are simply misplaced given that FLSA has a limited amount of core provisions, violations of which are relatively easy for employers to detect.

Last, the burdensome critique is misplaced given certain statutory features of FLSA. Public and private FLSA actions are mutually preclusive—that is, a plaintiff cannot bring a separate action once DOL has filed suit. That exclusivity saves employers the cost and risk of redundant litigation, which would ensure that private injunctions are only issued where DOL has failed to act. Further, the statute provides employers an absolute defense when acting “in good faith in conformity with” FLSA administrative rulings or interpretations.
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safe harbor moots the underlying thrust of concerns about technical violations, by shielding from liability certain violations that are unclear based on existing agency interpretations. These features allow DOL some control over private litigation—insofar as DOL can decide to file first and thus bar private enforcement—and afford employers some protection from overzealous enforcement.

3. *Abusive Private Enforcers*

A third and related objection is that the resulting expansion in employer liability would encourage abusive plaintiffs to pursue frivolous claims and extort defendants through “strike suits”—suits brought for the purpose of inducing settlement, and with no intention to fully litigate. This objection is misplaced since the remedy in question is injunctive relief and not money damages. While plaintiffs might leverage the marginal increase in bargaining power from the availability of a private injunction to secure an increased monetary settlement, this is a far cry from the large sums that encourage qui tam bounty hunting. Because the FCA provides a minimum $5,000 and maximum $10,000 penalty for each statutory violation in addition to treble actual damages to the government, and because a false statement may be repeated in thousands of claims, each of which may arguably constitute a violation, an FCA qui tam action can quickly amount to several million dollars. By contrast, under FLSA, only DOL is allowed to recover civil penalties, and even then in more modest amounts and for repeated or willful violations. Because liquidated damages are directly tied to the amount of stolen wages, there is no danger that the potential recovery in a private FLSA action will vastly outweigh the actual damages suffered through civil penalties that are untethered to those damages. More fundamentally, this objection ignores the fact that wage and hour laws are currently in a state of regulatory failure—wage theft is abundant, so plaintiffs’ attorneys need not look far to find meritorious claims.
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III. LITIGATION STRATEGY AND THE WAGE AND HOUR INJUNCTION

This Part illuminates the regulatory advantages described in Part II by discussing the litigation benefits and disadvantages of private wage and hour injunctions as they operate in a given case. Seven states presently allow private injunctive relief. However, the scant record of published opinions from these laws reveals few employer-wide injunctions or subsequent contempt proceedings. This Part therefore draws on DOL’s § 217 enforcement to envision what the mechanics of private injunctive relief might look like. The Part concludes by observing that robust use of private injunctions would challenge the conventional view of employment law as concerned with securing “individual rights.” Instead, broad private injunctive relief relies upon and seeks to address the systemic nature of wage theft, comporting with and furthering the structural understanding of wage and hour protections that Congress instantiated in FLSA.

A. How § 217 Injunctions Work

Although private wage and hour injunctions would likely differ somewhat from agency-prosecuted injunctions, DOL’s § 217 litigation nonetheless demonstrates how private injunctive relief might function and the nature of the relief private parties could obtain. DOL regularly seeks injunctive relief in FLSA complaints and settlements. Yet this practice has received almost no discussion from commentators or the Agency itself, despite the impression from courts and Congress that this relief is “of cardinal importance to the vitality of the Fair Labor Standards Act,” and is responsible for changing employer practices.

In deciding whether to issue a § 217 injunction in a DOL enforcement action, courts typically look to an employer’s past conduct, current conduct, and the likelihood of future compliance, though evidence of current compliance is not

197. See sources cited supra note 18.
198. See supra Section II.A.
normally sufficient to deny an injunction.\textsuperscript{202} Although the burden is on the Agency to establish the need for an injunction, courts have routinely suggested that because such injunctions are remedial and impose no new obligations, they should be granted liberally.\textsuperscript{203} Indeed, although broad injunctions ordering defendants to “obey the law” are often held to violate equitable principles of vagueness and the specificity requirement in Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,\textsuperscript{204} the Supreme Court has specifically approved \$ 217 injunctions ordering employers to obey FLSA’s minimum wage, overtime, and recordkeeping provisions\textsuperscript{205} – and \$ 217 injunctions are typically phrased in those terms.\textsuperscript{206}

For similar reasons, courts have also issued \$ 217 injunctions that are wide in geographic scope, including company-wide injunctions.\textsuperscript{207} As one court explained, “It would frustrate the broad purposes of the FLSA in suits involving large corporate defendants with extensive branch operations to require the Secretary to investigate and prove violations in all or substantially all of the defendant’s branches to justify the issuance of a chain-wide injunction.”\textsuperscript{208} Indeed, \$ 217 injunctions without geographical limitations are “frequently granted against construction companies, whose work sites necessarily change from time to
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time.” Courts have therefore not shied away from granting § 217 injunctions that are expansive in geographic scope, based on the broad dictates of FLSA.

After an injunction is issued, the ultimate enforcement mechanism is a contempt order from the court that issued the injunction. However, when a violation occurs, the Agency may first put an employer on notice and attempt to negotiate a settlement. If negotiations are unsuccessful, DOL may then file either a motion for the defendant to show cause why they should not be held in contempt (a contempt motion) or a new FLSA action. If DOL files a contempt motion and the judge determines that it states a case for the employer’s noncompliance, the judge will order the defendant to show cause and schedule a contempt hearing—a process significantly shorter than the typical litigation stages of a motion to dismiss, motion for summary judgment, and merits hearing.

In a contempt hearing, the plaintiff bears the burden of demonstrating by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant violated the injunction—that is, that the defendant violated FLSA—though they need not demonstrate that noncompliance was willful. After the plaintiff makes out this prima facie case for contempt, the burden shifts to the employer to disprove liability or establish a defense such as financial inability to comply. Courts have explained that “the employer’s burden is heavy,” akin to the “plain[] and unmistakabl[e]” standard for an employer claiming an exemption under FLSA. Together, these streamlined procedural steps provide a relatively simple and cost-effective process by which DOL can sanction recalcitrant employers and secure payment of wages to workers.

B. Litigation Benefits of Wage and Hour Injunctions

The advantages of injunctive relief are numerous and include both substantive and procedural benefits. Contempt sanctions allow courts to quickly and flexibly escalate sanctions to induce employer compliance. Injunctions also allow for a broad scope of relief, at the extreme a defendant-oriented injunction covering all of a defendant’s employees, which achieves some benefits of aggregation without an opt-out class device. The ability to quickly return to the same judge
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means that injured workers can obtain relief more quickly and courts are not burdened with needless preliminary procedures to address repeat violators. Further, an injunction may effectively extend the statute of limitations back to the time the injunction was entered, which may extend recovery for workers who failed to report violations because they were unaware of their rights, lacked access to an attorney, or feared employer retaliation. Finally, the ongoing sense of court supervision from an injunction may exert pressure on employers to comply with the law and empower workers in negotiations with employers.

Except for the broad scope of potential relief, none of these benefits applies to opt-out class actions, meaning that private injunctive relief presents a number of potentially unique benefits. Furthermore, although most wage and hour cases settle, the existence of a statutory right to prospective injunctive relief may increase employers’ willingness to include such relief in a settlement, and may also increase judges’ willingness to enforce injunctions through contempt. Finally, the statutory availability of injunctive relief may increase workers’ bargaining power generally, and might also be used to achieve other concessions from employers.

1. Contempt Sanctions and Other Equitable Relief

The clearest benefit of injunctive relief is contempt. The contempt power allows courts to make workers whole by ordering employers to pay back stolen wages, as well as to flexibly and quickly escalate sanctions against employers in order to induce compliance. That is, the ability to escalate sanctions allows courts to gauge an employer’s internal cost-benefit analysis and to increase the costs of non-compliance as necessary until they exceed its benefits.215

Courts may use civil contempt to order payment of back wages plus compensatory interest. Further, courts may impose conditional “coercive” fines that accumulate until a defendant comes into compliance with an order to pay wages, although such fines must be paid to the court.216 For example, one North Carolina district court found defendants in contempt for continuing to violate FLSA, and ordered the defendant company to pay $10,000 and individual defendants to each pay $1,000 per day that they failed to pay the judgment awarded.217 While courts often only resort to coercive fines after significant noncompliance,

215. See Hallett, supra note 20, at 22 (describing the importance of shifting this cost-benefit analysis in order to induce long-term compliance).


and damages do not go to workers, these fines allow courts to threaten employers with meaningful and escalating sanctions, which employers may avoid by choosing to comply with the law.

Upon a finding of civil contempt, courts may also order an employer imprisoned to induce compliance with a judgment, provided that the employer is released upon compliance—a power courts have used, if sparingly, in enforcing § 217 injunctions. Moreover, criminal contempt allows courts to impose non-conditional fines and imprison recalcitrant employers for a non-conditional term, though such sanctions trigger additional procedural protections. The availability of contempt therefore introduces several heavier sanctions, which a judge may apply flexibly to induce compliance. In addition, the specter of such judgments may affect an employer’s cost-benefit analysis and increase worker bargaining power, reducing the probability of violations in the first place.

Injunctive relief also triggers courts’ broader equitable powers to effectuate their orders, by ordering relief beyond the statute. For example, courts might impose additional reporting requirements, require employers to provide know-your-rights trainings, or grant workplace access to organizers or DOL representatives. As inspiration for such supplementary measures, workers and their advocates might look to DOL consent decrees entered pursuant to § 217. For example, a court could order an employer to allow organizers workplace access to conduct know-your-rights trainings and private question-and-answer sessions—both of which would be treated as compensable time—and to promote FLSA compliance within trade and professional groups.
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222. See Hutto v. Finney, 437 U.S. 678, 685-87 (1978) (upholding a “comprehensive order to insure against the risk of inadequate compliance,” which extended beyond plaintiffs’ established constitutional rights).

2. **Broad Scope of Relief**

Second, a private injunction could provide relief covering a broad set of workers, achieving some benefits of aggregation in the absence of an opt-out class action device or even a large set of plaintiffs. Building on § 217 case law, workers could seek a defendant-oriented injunction covering, in the extreme, all of a defendant’s employees. While such an order would not provide damages immediately to non-plaintiffs, the injunction would supply a vehicle for covered but non-party workers to join as plaintiffs and file contempt motions through the original plaintiffs’ action, or to negotiate with employers with the possibility of a contempt action as a bargaining chip. Under FLSA as elsewhere, courts will also award compensatory contempt damages to third parties where doing so is necessary to enforce an order, as it clearly would be where a defendant continues to violate wage and hour law against covered non-plaintiff workers.

An injunction may also partially alleviate – although certainly not solve – the access-to-justice problem faced by many low-income FLSA plaintiffs. Such plaintiffs often fail to initiate their own lawsuits because they lack the resources to bring claims, are intimidated from doing so, or have “negative-value” claims worth less than the transaction costs incurred to litigate them. The opt-in nature of the FLSA “collective action” provision aggravates this problem: whereas members of an opt-out plaintiff class may come forward after a successful judgment or settlement to claim their rights, FLSA collective action plaintiffs must put their names, time, and (if their attorneys are not working on a pro bono or contingency basis) money into their case at a point when success is uncertain. By contrast, where a standing injunction exists against an employer, workers may come forward with more confidence about their potential success, and their attorneys may be required to expend less time and resources to secure recovery.

The broad scope of FLSA’s injunctive remedy is similarly evident in the flexible applicability of injunctions to various corporate forms. In addition to issuing injunctions with wide geographic breadth in terms of the workers protected,
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courts implementing § 217 have sometimes attached liability to affiliated or successor corporate entities, which can diminish employers’ ability to evade judgments. As Lora Jo Foo writes:

Employers faced with large wage judgments often play the “shell game”—that is, they close down one corporation and start up another . . . . Former employees are unable to reach the assets of the new corporation or company because of the legal fiction that the predecessor and successor are separate legal entities.227

In Wirtz v. Ocala Gas Co., the defendants established three new corporations to operate out-of-state facilities, yet a district court found the prior injunction covered employees of the new corporations.228 On appeal, the Fifth Circuit similarly interpreted the § 217 consent decree to cover a new corporate entity controlled by the same family, including its operations at multiple new worksite locations.229 Judges wielding equitable power might thus be less patient with “shell games” and more willing and able to attach liability to affiliated corporate entities.

One might object to defendant-oriented injunctions on the basis that they are overbroad when sought by individual plaintiffs, whose standing is arguably narrower than that of DOL.230 Yet courts in the Title VII and ADEA contexts frequently issue injunctions covering all of a defendant’s employees, even without a class.231 While little systematic guidance exists for courts on the appropriate scope of injunctive relief,232 one principle from Supreme Court jurisprudence is that “injunctive relief should be no more burdensome to the defendant than
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necessary to provide complete relief to the plaintiffs."  

Defendant-oriented FLSA injunctions are justified on this basis. As Congress recognized when it passed FLSA, wage and hour protections address a systemic problem: because workers and their employers compete in a labor market where labor costs affect price, violations against one worker or set of workers threaten workers and employers in that market.  

“Complete relief” in this context thus means that the defendant will neither steal the plaintiffs’ wages nor undermine the plaintiffs’ enjoyment of wage and hour protections by stealing wages from other workers. A defendant-oriented injunction is therefore necessary to provide complete relief to the workers bringing suit, especially where it appears that an employer consistently violates the law as a matter of policy or general practice.

This principle is easiest to grasp with regard to non-party workers at the same workplace: for an employer to pay those workers in violation of wage and hour law threatens the continued employment and working conditions of those workers who have brought suit, whose labor would suddenly be more expensive than their non-party counterparts. Congress’s understanding of the systemic nature of wage and hour protections justifies such relief even where plaintiffs no longer work for an employer, since the former employer’s maintenance of substandard working conditions threatens plaintiffs’ enjoyment of these protections from other employers within the same labor market. Indeed, this principle might even extend to other employers in the same labor market, whose business is threatened by the defendant employer’s maintenance of substandard working conditions, although FLSA’s private right of action refers specifically to workers and would not likely support an action for unfair competition by other employers.

Broad private wage and hour injunctions are further justified because they advance the congressionally determined public interest. The Supreme Court has long held that where “matter[s] of public concern” are involved, even where the government is not a party, “[c]ourts of equity may, and frequently do, go much farther both to give and withhold relief in furtherance of the public interest than they are accustomed to go when only private interests are involved.”  

FLSA’s finding and declaration of policy makes clear that Congress understood the Act
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to forward the public interest in “[maintaining] . . . the minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers,” as well as for avoiding labor disputes. 237 As the Fifth Circuit has also observed, § 217 “was designed and enacted as a necessary measure to assure the effective and uniform compliance with and adherence to a public policy relating to wage standards for labor, adopted in the National interest.”238 Because FLSA is a remedial statute meant to further the public interest as described above—and not merely to settle wholly private disputes—the public interest doctrine supports broad private injunctive relief for wage theft, where such relief is available.

Under Supreme Court precedent, the nonburdensome nature of prospective wage and hour injunctions also supports broad injunctive relief.239 Private FLSA injunctions impose no new obligations on employers, but merely increase the cost of noncompliance with existing statutory requirements. It is difficult to argue that a broad injunction along these lines would be “more burdensome to the defendant than necessary to provide complete relief to the plaintiffs.”240

For similar reasons, a defendant-oriented injunction may be less troubling from the perspective of non-plaintiff workers than such an injunction under Title VII and the ADEA. That is, the content of a wage and hour injunction is—apart from potential attendant prophylactic measures—existing statutory protections.241 By contrast, relief under Title VII and the ADEA might include restructuring of hiring and promotion practices, instituting certain complaint
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238. Wirtz v. Jones, 340 F.2d 901, 903 (5th Cir. 1965).
239. See Califano v. Yamasaki, 442 U.S. 682, 702 (1979); see also supra Section II.B.2.
240. 442 U.S. at 702 (emphasis added).
241. Where private injunctive relief is available, another path to de facto aggregation is for a workers center to seek injunctive relief based on organizational standing under Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 379 (1982), on the theory that it was injured by diverting resources in response to the employer’s violations. The injunction might cover all a defendant’s employees, or a subset who are reasonably likely to be subject to such violations, on the understanding that such employees could seek the workers center’s help responding to the violations. Unlike an “associational standing” claim under Hunt v. Washington State Apple Advertising Commission, 432 U.S. 333 (1977), such a claim would not be on behalf of workers, but the organization itself. This could present other advantages, such as potentially circumventing arbitration clauses binding employees but not workers centers. See Julius Getman & Dan Getman, Winning the FLSA Battle: How Corporations Use Arbitration Clauses To Avoid Judges, Juries, Plaintiffs, and Laws, 86 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 447 (2012). Such a claim faces a number of potential challenges, including certain circuit precedent holding that litigation expenses cannot establish injury for standing under Havens. Spann v. Colonial Vill., Inc., 899 F.2d 24, 27 (D.C. Cir. 1990). But see Ragin v. Harry Macklowe Real Estate Co., 6 F.3d 898, 905 (2d Cir. 1993). It may also risk rendering workers centers “labor organizations” under NLRA section 2(5), with
mechanisms, and so on. Given that the range of possible relief under FLSA is much narrower, one might be less concerned that non-plaintiff workers do not have a say in litigation resulting in a defendant-oriented injunction. In sum, the broad scope of a private FLSA injunction helps to address the aggregation problem posed by the absence of an opt-out class device, by covering non-party workers of the same employer and even across different worksites. An existing injunction may also partially alleviate FLSA’s access-to-justice problem, by allowing workers to come forward with more confidence about their potential success, and requiring less time and fewer resources from attorneys seeking to secure recovery. Finally, the flexibility of injunctive relief may allow courts to attach liability to affiliated or successor corporate entities through which employers frequently attempt to evade judgments.

3. Returning to a Familiar and Potentially Sympathetic Judge

A third benefit of injunctive relief is that it allows plaintiffs to return to a judge familiar with the parties and who previously held against the employer, without relating the case to the previous action. The legal standard and procedure for relating a case to a previous action in federal court are generally set by local rules, and can differ in significant respects from court to court. Regardless, relating a case takes time and effort and might not succeed. Returning to the previous judge may increase the odds of success for potential litigation. It may also lead to quicker relief due to a judge’s familiarity with the circumstances, and a shortened motions practice compared to a new civil action. In addition to benefiting workers, this speed and efficiency serves general goals of judicial economy.

several attendant consequences. See Memorandum from Barry J. Kearney, Assoc. Gen. Counsel, Nat’l Labor Relations Bd. on Restaurant Opportunities Center of New York (Redeye Grill) (Nov. 30, 2006) (concluding that a workers center was not a labor organization). A defendant-oriented injunction involving individual worker plaintiffs may be less risky in that regard because it does not place the workers center as a direct party seeking workplace-wide reforms. However, the possibility of an organizational-standing wage-theft action is worth further research given its potential benefits.

242. See supra Section III.A (describing the process for bringing a contempt motion).
243. Compare D.D.C. LCvR 40.5(c) (requiring that disputes over relatedness be decided by the prior judge in the matter) with E.D.N.Y. R. 50.3.1(d) (requiring that the prior judge takes no part in the relatedness decision).
244. See supra text accompanying note 210.
4. Functionally Extending the Statute of Limitations

Fourth, a wage and hour injunction can effectively extend the statute of limitations back to when the injunction was entered, allowing workers to recover for additional pay periods. FLSA claims cover violations that occur within two years before filing, or three years for willful violations.\textsuperscript{245} State law statutes of limitations often cover similar periods, though some are longer.\textsuperscript{246} By contrast, an injunction may remain in place for several years or even decades.\textsuperscript{247} Some circuits have held that a contempt action may remedy violations for pay periods from the date the injunction is entered—adding several potential years of recovery. There is a circuit split on this issue, with the Fifth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits holding that the FLSA statute of limitations does not apply in a contempt action, because such an action enforces an existing order against an employer and does not institute a new FLSA action.\textsuperscript{248} By contrast, the Sixth Circuit has held that FLSA § 255 requires that the statute of limitations run anew from when a contempt action is brought.\textsuperscript{249}

The majority approach of allowing recovery from the time an injunction is issued accords better with the procedural continuity of a contempt action, the purpose of providing sufficient notice to employers of potential claims, and the broad remedial purpose of FLSA.\textsuperscript{250} Longstanding Supreme Court precedent holds that the filing of a motion for contempt is to be treated as a continuation

\textsuperscript{245} 29 U.S.C. § 255(a) (2012).
\textsuperscript{246} See, e.g., \textsc{Conn. Gen. Stat.} § 52–596 (2017) (covering two years); \textsc{820 Ill. Comp. Stat.} 105/12(a) (2016) (covering three years); \textsc{N.Y. Lab. Law} § 198(1-d)(3) (McKinney 2009) (covering six years).
\textsuperscript{247} See \textsc{Fla. Ass'n for Retarded Citizens, Inc. v. Bush}, 246 F.3d 1296, 1298 (11th Cir. 2001) (“Although not all injunctions operate in perpetuity, a district court should enforce an injunction until either the injunction expires by its terms or the court determines that the injunction should be modified or dissolved.” (quoting \textsc{Board of Education v. Dowell}, 498 U.S. 237, 247-49 (1991))).
\textsuperscript{249} Wirtz v. Chase, 400 F.2d 665, 668-70 (6th Cir. 1968).
\textsuperscript{250} Courts have routinely held that FLSA should be interpreted liberally in order to effectuate its broad remedial purpose. See, e.g., \textsc{Irizarry v. Catsimatidis}, 722 F.3d 99, 110 (2d Cir. 2013); \textsc{De Ascensio v. Tyson Foods, Inc.}, 500 F.3d 361, 373 (3d Cir. 2007); \textsc{Real v. Driscoll Strawberry Assocs., Inc.}, 603 F.2d 748, 754 (9th Cir. 1979); \textsc{Dunlop v. Carriage Carpet Co.}, 548 F.2d 139, 144 (6th Cir. 1977).
of the same case rather than as a new action. As the Ninth Circuit explained, the FLSA statute of limitations was adopted—like other statutes of limitations—to protect defendants from incurring “wholly unexpected liabilities” that “would bring about financial ruin.” Yet “[o]nce a prospective injunction has been issued against an employer, . . . the employer is put on notice that future violations will result in civil contempt proceedings to enforce the injunction.” At that point, a recalcitrant employer continues to violate the law at their own peril. In addition, workers often endure wage theft and fail to come forward because they do not know their rights under the law, cannot find an attorney, or fear employer retaliation. Allowing recovery from the time an injunction is issued is thus consistent with the procedural continuity of contempt, providing notice to employers, and the broad remedial purpose of FLSA. Under this majority approach, private injunctions carry the possibility of functionally extending the statute of limitations to the time they were entered. Where employers continue to flout FLSA’s obligations under an injunction, this would allow workers to potentially recover several additional months or years of stolen wages.

5. Ongoing Court Monitoring and Pressure

Finally, injunctions may exert ongoing pressure against employers and empower workers to come forward by providing a sense of consistent, potentially sympathetic judicial oversight. In addition to emboldening workers, the specter of judicial oversight may increase workers’ bargaining power in informal negotiations that occur against the backdrop of a contempt action, making it less likely that they will need to resort to the courts at all. This continuity may also stitch together a sense of collective identity among workers who use the same injunction to secure compliance, rather than file a disjunctive series of lawsuits. In the absence of a union, workers centers are an ideal organizational vehicle to provide such continuity and oversight. Embedded in the communities they serve, workers centers likely possess better information about employer noncompliance than agencies or other legal organizations that lack an organizing or membership base. Moreover, workers centers are more likely to maintain
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252. *Sureway Cleaners*, 656 F.2d at 1375 (citing 29 U.S.C. § 251(a) (2012)).
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254. See Sachs, *supra* note 43, at 2722-29 (discussing how employment statutes may serve as a frame for workers’ collective identity formation).

255. See *supra* Section II.A.2 (discussing information advantages and private enforcement).
relationships with former plaintiffs, which are necessary to institute a contempt proceeding based on the previous action.

C. Litigation Disadvantages of Contempt Actions

Notwithstanding these advantages, contempt actions present three potential downsides for plaintiffs as compared to bringing a new case: a heightened “clear and convincing” evidentiary standard; the probable unavailability of liquidated damages under FLSA; and the potential reticence of judges to hold defendants in contempt. Note that these disadvantages only apply to a contempt action under an existing injunction and not an original action seeking an injunction alongside other relief, where there are no clear disadvantages to seeking an injunction. After outlining these potential disadvantages, this Section offers three reasons to believe they are not as significant as they initially appear. First, in a contempt action, the court has already ruled against the employer, which might influence the judge more than a formally heightened burden of proof. Second, the unavailability of liquidated damages is specific to FLSA and could be changed were the statute amended to extend private injunctive relief, and in any case may be offset in settlement negotiations by the availability of contempt sanctions. Finally, despite its perceived severity, many courts have held employers in contempt of wage and hour injunctions, and in any event the perceived severity of contempt may further incline employers to settle. Ultimately, regardless of these merits and drawbacks, where a private injunction exists, workers retain the choice to file a new action or a contempt action—options which may serve different goals of maximizing recovery or ensuring employer compliance and speedy recovery, respectively.

The first obstacle plaintiffs face when bringing a contempt action is that they must demonstrate that the defendant violated each element of the injunction—that is, of FLSA—by “clear and convincing” evidence, whereas in a new wage theft action the standard is a mere preponderance of the evidence. While significant, however, this heightened standard is not as burdensome as it first appears. In any contempt action, the judge has previously held against the defendant—a direct experience that may incline the judge in favor of plaintiffs more than a formally heightened burden of proof would disincline them. Further, once a plaintiff satisfies the standard for a prima facie case of contempt, the burden shifts to the employer to demonstrate inability to comply, which courts have described as a “heavy burden.” This, too, helps to mitigate the higher evidentiary standard for a contempt action. Therefore, while indeed a heightened burden,

257. Id. at 59-60.
the higher standard of proof for contempt is by no means prohibitive for plaintiffs.

Perhaps more significantly, several courts have held that liquidated damages are unavailable in § 217 contempt proceedings—a serious impairment of FLSA’s remedial capacity.258 Because liquidated damages under FLSA are compensatory rather than punitive,259 they are intended to compensate workers for the delay in receiving their wages, factoring in “the reality that the retention of a workman’s pay may well result in damages too obscure and difficult of proof for estimate other than by liquidated damages.”260 In addition to affording compensation, the possibility of liquidated damages helps incentivize workers to come forward and report violations. Moreover, liquidated damages are an important sanction to deter employers from engaging in wage theft. Without such multiplier damages, the most that an employer will have to pay back is the bare amount of wages owed, which in effect constitutes a free loan forcibly taken from workers.261 For these reasons, the lack of liquidated damages constitutes a significant disadvantage of contempt.

Multiple courts of appeals have held that liquidated damages are unavailable under § 217 contempt actions, based on statutory structure as well as legislative history. As one court explained:

The legislative history of the FLSA reveals that Congress intended to permit recovery of liquidated damages only in suits under 16(b) and 16(c), the two provisions expressly authorizing such damages . . . . The statutory scheme gives the Secretary a choice: If he wants to recover liquidated damages, he can sue under section 16(c), in which case the employer is entitled to a jury trial on the back pay award; if the Secretary prefers not


261. See Winning Wage Justice: A Summary of Research on Wage and Hour Violations in the United States, supra note 31, at 53 (stating that when DOL settlements fail to impose liquidated damages, “they give employers little incentive for future compliance” because “employers can rationally gamble that, if they are caught, the only cost they will incur for breaking the law is to pay the wages they would have owed in the first place”).
to have a jury trial, he can sue for an injunction under section 17 and obtain a back pay award as an equitable remedy incidental to the injunction.\footnote{262}

Although denying liquidated damages, courts have consistently held that prejudgment interest is available in § 217 contempt actions\footnote{263} and have awarded DOL investigatory costs and attorney’s fees.\footnote{264} Nevertheless, the more significant sum of liquidated damages is not available in such an action.

This restriction appears specific to FLSA and could be changed were FLSA amended to provide private injunctive relief. Similarly, were a court to find injunctive relief available under a state statute, the court should not deny plaintiffs any available multiplier damages unless that statute contains a similar restriction. Furthermore, even if liquidated damages were unavailable in private contempt actions, potential contempt sanctions against the defendant may offset the unavailability of liquidated damages in settlement negotiations. That is, insofar as defendants settle based on their anticipated costs of trial, and not simply based on a plaintiff’s expected recovery, possible contempt sanctions may increase the amount that employers are willing to offer in settlement, making up to some extent for a lack of liquidated damages. Nevertheless, if FLSA were amended to provide private injunctive relief but also extend § 217’s restriction on liquidated damages in contempt actions, or if courts found multiplier damages unavailable in private contempt actions under state statutes, the decreased plaintiff recovery would present a significant disadvantage.

Finally, contempt’s perceived severity may cause judges to be more reluctant to hold employers in contempt than they would be to hold employers liable in a normal civil action. This effect, like that of the “clear and convincing” standard, is difficult to gauge. Yet the perceived severity of contempt need not be a drawback. Instead, it may incline defendants to settle earlier and for higher amounts. Further, several courts have specifically opined that judges should not hesitate to


\footnote{263} See, e.g., Donovan v. Sovereign Sec., Ltd., 726 F.2d 55, 57 (2d Cir. 1984) (noting an “overwhelming weight of authority” on this point); Usery v. Associated Drugs, Inc., 538 F.2d 1191, 1194 (5th Cir. 1976) (explaining that this is “well established”).

issue § 217 injunctions or to hold defendants in contempt. Judicial willingness to issue FLSA injunctions and enforce them through contempt in DOL actions suggests that judges would be willing to do so in private wage and hour actions too.

Ultimately, because an existing injunction does not force non-party workers to file a contempt action if they think the remedy reduces their chance of success, plaintiffs may file a new action if they believe the disadvantages of a contempt action outweigh the benefits. In this way, an existing injunction simply expands workers’ strategic options and allows them to pursue different goals. Workers may choose to seek contempt even where liquidated damages are unavailable if they are more concerned about speed than with the volume of recovery. Given their speed and possibility for escalation, contempt actions may better ensure that employers change their policies, even if they do not maximize individual recovery. Alternatively, if liquidated damages were unavailable in a contempt action, workers prioritizing the amount of recovery—and willing to wait through a longer motions process—might decide to file a new action. Similarly, if workers are concerned that the perceived severity of contempt or other factors might make their prospects on that claim dim, they could file a new action. In any case, an existing private injunction would expand workers’ choice of remedy.

IV. THE COLLECTIVE NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT LAW

The traditional dichotomy between employment and labor law, dominant in the mid- to late-twentieth century, characterizes employment law—including FLSA—as an “individual rights’ regime in which workplace standards are established by statute and granted to individual workers, regardless of the extent of their collective organization.” BY contrast, labor law, embodied in the NLRA and similar statutes, provides protection for collective action and a framework for collective bargaining that allows workers to define and enforce workplace rights. Although both bodies of law vindicate worker rights, scholars have

265. See supra note 203 and accompanying text.
266. In Hodgson v. A-1 Ambulance Service, Inc., the Eighth Circuit reversed a district court declining in its discretion to order wages owed because this could cause the defendant ambulance service to go out of business, negatively affecting the surrounding city. The Circuit rejected this reasoning, holding that “the national policy involved in the Fair Labor Standards Act” did not afford such discretion. 455 F.2d 372, 374 (8th Cir. 1972) (citing McComb v. Jacksonville Paper Co., 336 U.S. 187 (1949)); see also Usery v. Fisher, 565 F.2d 137, 139-40 (10th Cir. 1977) (gathering similar cases).
268. Id.
long identified tensions between the two\textsuperscript{269} and have argued that employment law’s minimal, poorly enforced protections provide a paltry substitute for collective bargaining agreements.\textsuperscript{270}

The litigation dynamics of private wage and hour injunctions help illustrate how injunctive relief would challenge the traditional view of employment law as affording “rights and protections to employees on an individual—and individually enforceable—basis.”\textsuperscript{271} Although an individual plaintiff or plaintiffs must first secure an injunction, injunctive relief would extend to non-plaintiff workers on the understanding that wage theft is generally a matter of employer policy rather than individualized malice, and that the violation of wage and hour protections “spread[s] and perpetuate[s] such labor conditions.”\textsuperscript{272} The injunction would provide a source of pressure on employers and, should violations continue, a litigation vehicle for other workers to obtain relief, ideally facilitated by a workers center. Moreover, the court could also grant prophylactic relief, such as know-your-rights trainings or organizer access, which extend benefits to plaintiff and non-plaintiff workers alike.

In challenging the individualist conception of employment law, this Note joins a line of scholarship seeking to unsettle the line between employment and labor law.\textsuperscript{273} This literature has emerged amid the recognition of labor law’s failure,\textsuperscript{274} due in no small part to the NLRA’s remedial inadequacy, and often attempts to envision a way forward that transcends the current failed regime. In Employment Law as Labor Law, for example, Ben Sachs identifies how—given the NLRA’s shortcomings—workers centers have used FLSA and Title VII’s antiretaliation protections to protect organizing aimed at substantive goals exceeding these statutes.\textsuperscript{275} More recently, Kate Andrias has challenged the employment/labor law distinction in observing how the Fight For $15 campaign has mobilized the political power of collective action and unions to raise wage and hour standards.\textsuperscript{276} Whereas Sachs positions employment law mechanisms as a
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means of protecting organizing, Andrias demonstrates how organizing can feed back into employment law by building the political power necessary to alter substantive workplace protections: “Under the emerging model, employment law is no longer just a collection of individual rights to be bestowed by the state. Instead, it is a collective project to be jointly determined and enforced by workers, in conjunction with employers and the public.”277 This “social bargaining” model uses collective action and political advocacy to secure reforms that, like employment law, apply at the sectoral, industrial, and regional level, rather than at the level of the individual firm.278

This Note takes that synergy yet further. Unlike Sachs, who observes how employment law mechanisms can be used to protect organizing that secures substantive rights beyond those of employment law, this Note suggests that wage and hour rights themselves should be understood—as Congress understood them when it drafted FLSA—as necessarily collective. In a sense, then, Congress’s conception of these rights as collectively secured or undermined exceeded the structure and efficacy of the enforcement mechanisms that FLSA put into place, especially since the Portal-to-Portal Act further impaired aggregation by eliminating representative actions and adding an opt-in requirement for collective actions. And whereas Andrias blurs the employment/labor law boundary by exploring how organizing and political mobilization can improve employment law protections and other workplace conditions, this Note has addressed how those protections can be more effectively realized by changing the public–private allocation of enforcement remedies. Private injunctive relief would not alter the minimalist character of wage and hour protections, nor the fact that their content is not self-determined by workers, but it could help make them genuine safeguards and transform the position of workers from “passive beneficiaries of the government’s protection” to more active enforcers of their rights.279

Moreover, contemplating injunctive relief in the wage and hour context brings our attention to how wage theft is generally not an act of individualized malice, as a retrospective damages remedial scheme treats it. Rather, as Congress understood it, wage theft is a business model, which has a structural impact on other market participants. The call for private equitable relief, as under Title VII and the ADEA, is also a call for courts to take wage theft seriously in light of FLSA’s regulatory failure, and to assume a more muscular role in making the law’s protections real for the millions of workers—disproportionately low wage, immigrants, people of color, and women—who lose billions of dollars each year to wage theft.

277. Id. at 68.
278. Id. at 9–10.
CONCLUSION

The Fight For $15 has started a national movement around substantially raising the minimum wage—a move that Americans overwhelmingly support. Any such legislation, if it intends to make these protections real for workers, must confront the regulatory failure that is the current wage and hour enforcement regime. This Note has contrasted the FLSA regime with other enforcement models and argued that, as a matter of regulatory design and litigation strategy, private injunctive relief would improve enforcement and advance worker rights. These findings suggest that any state or national wage and hour legislation should, inter alia, extend injunctive relief to private actions where it does not exist, and that workers’ advocates should more aggressively pursue such relief in the seven states where it does exist.